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If you are thinking of 
building a new home or 
renovating your bathroom, 
then we have 100 pages of 
good news for you! This  
IDO-catalogue is packed 
with well-developed 
solutions that are ideal for 
your new bathroom. 

IDO is the Finnish company 
formerly known as Arabia. 
We are the only Finnish 
producer of porcelain used 
in sanitary ware; our factory 
is situated in Tammisaari, 
on the coast  
of the Gulf of Finland. 

Product development is continuously carried out at IDO. For that reason there may be some changes in the product range after this introduction 
has been sent to print, the colour shades may differ slightly from real shades due to printing-related technical issues, and typing mistakes might 
be found in the catalogue. There may be regional differences in the product range.
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Come and wash!  
The introduction  
to our extensive  
range of  
washbasins  
starts on page 70

Stylish design and 
enough space for all 
necessary. Have a look 
at our wide range of  
bathroom furniture  
on page 18

Building from scratch or 
renovating? Information 
on how to pick the right 
WC can be found  
on page  80

A shower cabin, a shower 
cubicle or an ingenious  
shower enclosure which  
can be folded away when 
needed? For help in making  
the best choice, please  
find additional  
information on page56
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IDO DESIGNERS

Norwegian designer  
Einar Hareide started 
his career in design 
in the Swedish car 
manufacturer`s Saab 
factory in 1985. Hareide 
has established his own 
company, Hareide Design. 
Its offices are located 
in Moss, Norway, and in 
Gothenburg, Sweden.

IDO Seven D bath

Kaarle Holmberg  is an 
internationally renowned 

Finnish designer. In addition 
to product design, Holmberg 

has taught furniture and 
interior decoration design, 

and has shared his abundant 
knowledge with many 

students. Most of all he 
emphasizes the importance of 

quality in design as  
well as production.

German designer Adolf Babelin believes  
that, first and foremost, products must express 
artistic values and facilitate their  
users` daily life. 
In his designing work,  
he considers most  
important the  
follo wing of technical  
requirements, the 
quality of being easy  
to use and the  
impression of  
innovation. 

IDO bathrooms are well-known for their quality and well-develo-
ped design solutions. Their design has been carefully considered 
right down to the last detail. Our reputation is not accidental as 
our products are created by a team of talented  
and professional designers with diverse national backgrounds. 

IDO Seven D (ceramics and furniture), 
IDO Mosaik, IDO Shape and IDO Wave
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Hareide Design designs a variety of products ranging from furni-
ture to cars. The company has won many design awards and its 
products can be seen, for example, among the permanent exhibi-
tion of the New York Museum of Modern Arts.

The new IDO Showerama 8-5 shower cubicle has been designed by 
Dan Sevaldson, a designer working in Hareide Design Gothenburg 
office. The goal was to design a shower cabinet which resembles 
an item of furniture and goes with any style of interior decoration. 

IDO Showerama 8-5 
shower cubicle

Pozzi-Ginori Join and Pozzi-Ginori Easy

Italian Antonio Citterio opened his first architectural 
and interior design office in 1981. His works can be 
found among the collections in the New York Muse-
um of Modern Arts, in Centre the Pompidou in Paris 
and the Chicago Museum of Architecture and Design.

Swedish designer  
Fredrik Wallner manages 
the Stockholm design 
company CODE. Wallner 
has worked as an interior 
architect for IKEA and in 
highly-reputed Scandina-
vian design and architec-
tural offices. 

Bathroom furniture 
IDO Trend and IDO Select 
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Occupying the bathroom at the same 
time in the morning? This bathroom 
is equipped with an IDO Seven D 
washbasin set which has two basins. 
The solution is practical but also looks 
fantastic. Page 77.
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IDO SCANDINAVIAN MODERN

Clear lines and simple design are the 
keywords for all the products ranging 
from washbasins to glass shelves. 

The IDO Seven D Image wall-
mounted toilet was chosen for 
this set, and the final touches 
were added with a black cover and 
flushing button. Page 84.

Dark wood, white porcelain, 
clear lines and bold shapes. 
This is Nordic design at 
its best. The minimalist 
appearance is also practical 
as a large mirror cabinet and 
spacious base cabinet keep 
everything in order.
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How about infusing 
a bit of romantic 
atmosphere into your 
bathroom? Here is 
how you do it: use light 
colours for furniture 
and soft, curvy shapes 
for porcelain parts. 
Hide consumables and 
utensils in cabinets 
and drawers, and place 
beautiful towels, soaps 
and decorations on 
display to set the mood. 
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IDO ROMANTIC

A beautiful bathroom is an investment you 
can enjoy every day. Having a customised 
bathroom makes morning routines, evening 
wash and other tasks more pleasant. 
And, thanks to our quality material, IDO 
bathrooms stay looking good for a long time.

Even the smallest of details can be a sight 
for sore eyes. The IDO Select range fea-
tures inline drawer pulls which have been 
moulded into the doors and drawers. 
The IDO Select range  
is featured on page 32
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IDO CLASSIC

Although the toilet has a traditional shape, 
the product is modern without any joints 
and cavities which could collect unneces-
sary dirt. Page 82.

The classical decor of the  
bathroom contains wood, porcelain 
and other natural materials. 
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Our  renewed IDO Trend furniture 
emphasizes beautifully the calm and 
modest stylishness of this bathroom. 
The chosen material is elm. Its lovely 
pattern emerges elegantly on the large 
and clear surfaces of the furniture. 
Page 26.

The classical 
bathroom is formed 
out of beautiful 
wooden surfaces, 
warm colours and 
clear shapes.  
The classical 
style withstands the 
pressure of time and 
frequent usage, and 
it will keep its high-
quality look for many 
years to come. 
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All IDO Seven D toilet seats and sinks 
feature a new, smoother glaze reducing 
dirt accumulating on the surface and 
helping you maintain the cleanliness of 
your bathroom. The new IDO Smart glaze 
reaches beyond visible areas: deeper into 
the drain section of the toilet seat, under 
the toilet bowl rim and inside the sink 
overflow opening.

All IDO Seven D toilets include 
the integrated Fresh Toilet 
refresher, which automatically 
adds an appropriate amount of 
refresher for every flush. The 
refresher stick is placed safely 
into the water tank, prevent-
ing, for example, children from 
tampering with it.

IDO Smart is the 
common product name 
for all of the helpful and 
useful innovations found 
in IDO toilet seats, sinks, 
furniture, showers 
and other bathroom 
products. The smooth 
surfaces, clean lines 
and carefully designed 
details serve one main 
purpose. Our goal is to 
make it easier to keep 
the bathroom clean!
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IDOSMART
Thanks to a unique overflow 
system, you can dive deep into 
your warm bathwater without 
a care.

IDO Seven D toilet seats are now equipped with the handy Quick 
Release & Slow Close hinges. The smoothly lowering toilet seat and 
cover are easy to detach during cleaning.

IDO Showerclean is an easy-to-use general 
cleaning detergent for showers and the 
entire bathroom. Say good riddance to stains 
and calcification. The phosphate-free IDO 
Showerclean is an environmentally friendly 
choice. Contact your IDO retailer for Showerclean!
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A bathroom should always 
be built and redecorated 
with careful planning and 
design. Seeking professio-
nal help to achieve a stylish, 
functional and safe solution 
is always worth it. 

BEGIN WITH THE DESIGN
Start with the drawings
Start planning your bathroom by drawing 
the top view of the usable space on graph 
or similar squared paper, for example. Mark 
the locations of doors, windows, pipes and 
plumbing on the drawing. The location of the 
shower and toilet are mostly determined by 
the plumbing, but positioning the cabinets 
allows you more freedom. 
 
If you are really sure of what kind of mood 
you would like to create in your bathroom, 
collect magazine clippings of the solutions 
you like. Examine the photos carefully and 
analyse what exactly you like about these. Is 
it the colour of walls or floor, lighting, cabinet 
material, or the bold shape of the bath or 
shower cubicle? 

A small room can be  
functional as well
The smaller the bathroom, the more important a proper 
plan is. The right choices will make a small room function 
well. For example, take a look at the washbasin on page 
78. There is enough space for a smaller washing machine 
which can be placed under the basin. If having a bathtub 
is your dream, you will save space by adding a shower 
enclosure to your bath. This way you will not need a 
separate shower cubicle or corner and your dream will 
come true even in a small bathroom. 

Ask for professional help
Building or redecorating a bathroom requires knowledge 
and skills. Specialists know how to create moisture 
barriers and the inclines needed. Electrical installations 
by law require the involvement of a qualified electrician. 
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The phosphate-free IDO 
Showerclean is an easy-to-use 
general cleaning detergent for 
showers and the entire bathroom. 

This is The way To Take good  
care of your baThroom

Bathroom furniture 
Our furniture frames and fronts are made of 
water-resistant material. 
Despite this, the furniture cannot withstand 
long-term exposure to water and so items 
of furniture should be placed a sufficient 
distance away from the shower. After use any 
water splashed on furniture should be wiped 
away with a dry rag.

Showers 
After use, wipe away water from shower 
enclosures as it makes the servicing of the 
shower easier. Use a non-abrasive when 
cleaning the shower. If a shower basin is 
scratched or has lost its colour, it can be  

restored by polishing and waxing. Deep 
scratches can be sanded out. 
Our shower cubicle is equipped with castors 
which enable it to be moved easily for the time 
of floor cleaning. Shower trays come with a 
removable front panel which makes cleaning 
even easier. 

Toilets and sinks
Our ceramic products have been designed with 
special emphasis on their cleanability. The sur-
faces of our porcelain sinks and toilet seats are 
easy to clean with mild detergent. All IDO Seven 
D toilet seats and sinks feature a new, smoother 
glaze, which reduces dirt accumulating on the 
surface and helps maintain the cleanliness of 
your bathroom.

A beautiful and well-func-
tioning bathroom is an 
investment which makes 
your life more comfortable 
and increases the value 
of your dwelling. The fol-
lowing guidelines help 
you take good care of your 
bathroom.

Baths
A bath must be cleaned using only non- 
abrasive substances and a soft rag so that 
the bath surface will not be damaged. Our 
sanitary acrylic baths can be sanded and 
polished when a scratch has appeared.

What to do if the product gets 
damaged?
Keep the receipt. The porcelain products 
made in Finland have a 10-year warranty and 
the fitted toilet water tank flushing mecha-
nisms come with a 5-year warranty. All our 
products have a warranty period of at least 2 
years. The warranty covers both design faults 
and defective materials.  

Where can I get spare parts?
If you use our products correctly and service 
them regularly, they will bring you joy for many 
years to come! A wide variety of spare parts is 
available for all our products. Further 
information on spare parts can be 
found in the mounting and service 
instructions which are included with 
each product set.
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Cabinets and their colours usually form the 
most visible part of bathroom interior. If you 
need a bit of cheering up, you can go for 
colourful or glossy doors. If you want to tone 
it down, have a look at our wood-coloured 
door options.

Remember to place cabinets 
correctly
While colours and materials are a matter of 
taste, cabinet placement is all about func-
tionality. Our cabinet cases and front parts 
are made of humidity-resistant material 

featuring various humidity-resistant coatings, 
making the cabinets easy to keep clean. All 
wooden furniture is protected with durable 
acid-curing lacquer.

Although our furniture is highly humidity- 
resistant, it should not be exposed to 
extremely humid conditions for long periods 
of time. Therefore, it is always recommend-
able to install the furniture at an appropriate 
distance from the shower or bathtub. If any 
surfaces of the furniture get wet, they should 
be dried up with a cloth.

IDO cabinets are delivered 
assembled
Our cabinets are usually delivered pre-
assembled, making their installation quick 
and easy. The only exception is the Smart 

range, which is delivered in parts and is easy 
to take home even in a smaller car.

The furniture is installed on or against 
walls, and supporting legs are available as 
accessories. 

Set the mood with lights
IDO mirrors are equipped with fluorescent, 
halogen or LED lights. Fluorescent light 
imitates daylight. Therefore, when you look 
in the mirror, you should see yourself in 
correct lighting. Halogen light creates a warm 
atmosphere in the bathroom, while LED lights 
provide bright lighting with minimal energy 
consumption.Made in*

Finland 

www.ido.fi
For more information, 
please visit 

*) The IDO Smart range is made in Sweden.
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IDO Seven D

IDO Trend
PAGES 26-31

PAGES 22-25

IDO Seven D  
range provides 
clean lines 
and refreshing 
simplicity to your 
bathroom. The 
bathroom furni-
ture is 400 mm 
deep with white 
and black ash 
colour options. 

The IDO TrenD 
range brings 
together pure 
Nordic design 
and Italian 
minimalism. 
The bathroom 
furniture is  
500 mm deep 
with white, grey, 
black ash and elm 
colour options. 

Live wood
The beauty of wood lies in the way it lives. The appearance 
of wood varies, for example, according to its habitat and 
age. This means that the colour and patterns of wooden 
furniture may vary between the images of the catalogue 
and the furniture showcased in shops or delivered to you. 
With age, the colour of the wood may become deeper and 
darker.

For material options, see 
page 45.
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IDO Select
PAGES 32–39

IDO SMarT is a self-
assembly furniture line 
that is cost-effective and 
suitable for both smaller 
and somewhat larger 
bathrooms. The items 
come in white, walnut and 
oak. The depth of each 
item is 320 mm. 
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IDO Smart
PAGE 42

IDO renova
PAGES 40–41

IDO renOva is a 
compact line for 
smaller bathrooms. 
The depth of items 
is 230–320 mm and 
they come in white, 
dark grey and and 
oak. 

IDO SMarT is 
delivered in parts 
and therefore easy 
to take home even 
in a smaller car. 
These cost effective 
furniture are ideal 
not only for small 
but a little wider 
bathrooms as well. 
You have three 
colour options to 
choose from: white, 
nut and oak.
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IDO Seven D line is meant for everyday use. The furniture is 400 mm in 
depth, which makes the straight-edged vanity tops and cabinets suitable 
for small Finnish bathrooms too.

Base cabinet
W 795, H 450, D 395

high cabinet
W 300, H 1620, D 395

IDO Seven D 
vanity top washbasin
W 800, H 400

Plain mirror
with fluorescent light
W 800, H 640, D 38

IDO Seven D | Suite 119
Shower cubicle not included.

IDO Seven D
Designed by Kaarle Holmberg

IDO Showerama 8-5 
shower cubicle
W 900, D 900, H 2220
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77

IDO Seven D product  
line includes, as well as 
furniture, many stylish 
washbasins that can be 
found on page 

The Milk glass shelf adds extra 
storage space and lightness to 
the bathroom. 

The base cabinet provides additional  
storage space. Both drawers pull out 
completely. Practical inner compart-
ments in the upper drawers are 
standard and can also be purchased 
separately for the lower drawer.   

No handles are needed here. The edges of the 
handleless door and the opened drawer have been 
bevelled in order to make room for fingers and 
provide a better grip. 
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www.idobathroom.com

Additional information 
available at 

Lower cabinet, black ash
W 1200, H 450, D 395

IDO Seven D vanity top 
washbasin
W 1200, D 400

Mirror cabinet, aluminium
W 1200, H 550, D 120

The efficient matt aluminium fluo-
rescent lamp of the mirror cabinet 
provides light for the washbasin 
and also reflects light into the 
ceiling, thus creating a pleasant 
atmosphere. The lamp imitates 
daylight and makes applying 
make-up easier. The frame of the 
mirror cabinet is from match-
ing aluminium and contains an 
electric socket too. The cabinet is 
available in the same width as the 
IDO Seven D line base cabinets 
(800, 1,000 and 1,200mm).

The base cabinet and 
corner mirror mounted 
to the wall are true 
wonder products!  
The corner mirror also 
has extra milk glass 
shelves that are  
attached to the wall. 

IDO Seven D

IDO Seven D | Set 106

IDO Seven D | Suite 118
Washbasin: IDO Seven D,
W 430, D 505
Base cabinet: black ash 
W 300, H 500, D 300
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All IDO Seven D  
series porcelain 

products feature a new, 
SMOOTher gLaze, 

making wc seats and 
washbasins easy to 

keep clean.

Base cabinet
W 500, H 500, D 390

IDO Seven D 
washbasin
W 560, D 440

Top cabinet
W 500, H 500, D 200

Mirror cabinet, aluminium
W 500, H 600, D 140

Soft and 
earthy 
shapes

IDO Seven D | Suite 99
Wc seat is not included.
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48

IDO Trend
Designed by Fredrik Wallner

With IDO Trend line 
items you can easily piece 
together your dream 
bathroom. The complete 
list of dimensions can be 
found  
on page

Base cabinet
W 890, H 500, D 485

IDO Wave vanity top washbasin  
W 900, D 500

high cabinet
W 350, H 1620, D 350

Plain mirror
W 900, H 640, D 38

IDO Trend | Suite 114
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Out of sight but still at hand. IDO 
cabinets and drawers help you 
find a place for both important 
items as well as for just decorative 
elements. 

Northern purity and 
Italian minimalism 
perfectly characterize 
IDO Trend line items, 
which are suitable 
for somewhat bigger 
bathrooms. The style 
represents the freshest 
of Scandinavian trends.  

IDO Trend acts according to its name 
and carefully follows current trends. 
The new material this year is elm, 
which combines the best qualities of 
real wood: it is hard, durable and has a 
wonderful wood pattern.  
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IDO Trend

IDO Trend line items 
come in white, dark 
grey, elm and black ash.

Base cabinet
W 590, H 500, D 485

IDO Seven D wc
W 360, D 650, H 850

IDO Wave vanity top washbasin 
W 600, D 500

Plain mirror
W 600, H 640, D 38

IDO Trend | Suite 115
Wc seat is not included. 
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  The PuSh OPen 
mechanism is an 
excellent example 

of the IDO Smart 
innovations that make 

your everyday life 
easier! Find out 

more on pages 
14 and 15.

The new IDO mirror is a perfect fit for  
the IDO Trend furniture. The complete 
list of dimensions and  
prices can be found on page

Everything is at hand in the 
drawer under the washba-
sin. Successful design has 
made it possible to use this 
space as well. 

IDO Trend line is 
now even more 
elegant because the 
doors and drawers 
of different items 
are handleless and 
can be opened and 
closed by merely 
pushing. 

48
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IDO Trend

IDO Trend items can be mounted 
on the wall, and do not require 
additional leg sets. The result 
is airy and light and as it makes 
wiping the floor easier, it will 
definitely be the favorite of those 
who do the cleaning. 

Base cabinet
W 590, H 500, D 485

IDO Wave vanity top washbasin  
W 600, D 500

Plain mirror
W 600, H 640, D 38

IDO Trend | Suite 116
Wc seat is not included.
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88

If your dream  
bathroom is in  
modest grey, choose  
a matching wc seat 
from page    

IDO Trend | Suite 117
Vanity top washbasin: IDO Wave,
W 1200, D 500
Base cabinet: black ash
W 1190, H 500, D 485
Plain mirror: L 1200, K 640, S 38 

high cabinet
W 350, H 1620, D 350

Sharing the 
bathroom in 
the evenings or 
brushing your  
teeth together in  
the morning?  
The IDO Trend  
base cabinet and 
IDO Wave vanity  
top washbasin 
together create 
a stylish set for 
two users which 
is wonderfully 
complemented by 
our new mirror. 
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600

900 600+300=900 300+600=900

300+600+300=1200

Small
320 mm

Medium
370 mm Large

490 mm

IDO Select
product 
dimensions
Designed by Fredrik Wallner

The items of IDO Select line are divided into three categories 
based on their depth.  IDO Select Small, meant for smaller 
bathrooms, is only 320 mm deep. Medium comes in 370 mm 
depth. If there is more space, it pays to choose IDO Select 
Large with 490 mm in depth. The width is the same for all 
items of furniture: 600, 900 and 1,200 mm. 

Don’t forget to 
choose handles. 
These can be 
found on page 44. 
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44-45

IDO Select nCS shades A bathroom created to match its user. Add colours to your bathroom – almost 2000 
shades. NCS shades help you to create exactly the kind of furniture that you desire. 

All shades are avail-
able with square or 
bevelled edges.  
The frame is always 
white. Five-weeks’ 
delivery. Orders on  
a separate form. 

Colour sample, smooth
NCS S 3055-R30B

Colour sample, smooth
NCS S 1070-R10B

IDO Select line 
handles and 
materials  
can be found  
on pages 
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IDO Select Small 

IDO SeLeCT SMaLL is, as the name suggests, a solution 
to the space problem in the small bathrooms. Although the 
furniture depth is only 320 mm, the cabinets offer plenty of 
storage space, showing that small can also be practical. 
Choose from a variety of drawer fronts, doors and handles 
and create a set especially suitable for your bathroom. You 
can complement the furniture from IDO Select Small line 
with a vanity top washbasin that is available in 600, 900 and 
1,200 mm widths. 

Dark grey brings out the aluminium shade of the handles and 
high cabinet door. The high cabinet comes in two versions: 
one with milk glass shelves, LED lights and built-in socket or 
a simpler model without the socket and lighting. Lower side 
cabinet has a smoothly closing door and extractable drawer.   

IDO Shape 900
vanity top washbasin 
W 900, D 330/435

Mirror cabinet with fluorescent light 
W 891, H 695, D 140/220 

IDO Select Small | Suite 86

Base cabinet  
with drawers,
dark grey
W 594, D 620, H 320

Side cabinet 
with a drawer,
dark grey
W 297, D 620, H 320

handle
97639 aluminium

high cabinet
W 297, H 1830, D 320
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IDO Select Small | Suite 85
Vanity top washbasin: IDO Shape,
W 600, D 330/435
Base cabinet with drawers: walnut,
W 594, H 620, D 320
Top cabinet: W 477, H 297, D 200
High cabinet with mirror doors 
Handle: 97635 shiny chrome
Total width:  1,700 mm
Wc seat is not included.

IDO Select Small | Suite 87
Vanity top washbasin: 
IDO Shape,
W 1,200, D 330/435
Mirror cabinet
Base cabinet with drawers: 
high gloss white,
W 594, D 620, H 320
Side cabinets with a drawer: 
high gloss white,
W 297, D 620, H 320
Handle: 97637 and 97638 
high gloss white

The new and improved IDO 
Select line has inner drawers 
where you can hide smaller 
items, and a big drawer where 
you can place compartments that 
keep everything in order. 
The drawers close smoothly. 

Take a look at the high cabinet with alumi-
nium/milk glass door. A LED light behind 
every milk glass shelf makes the light glow 
beautifully through the glass. 
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IDO Select Medium 

IDO Select Medium is an ideal solution for larger 
bathrooms. The range features 370 mm-deep 
cabinets providing plenty of storage space.  
There is an extensive selection of drawer panels, 
doors and handles, allowing you to create the 
perfect set for your bathroom. The IDO Select 
Medium range furniture can be completed with 
the IDO Mosaik vanity top washbasin, available 
at widths of 600, 900 and 1,200 mm.

Plane mirror with 
fluorescent light
W 1200, H 900, D 30

IDO Mosaik 1200
vanity top washbasin
W 1,200, D 385/500

IDO Select Medium 
Suite 91B

Lower cabinet 
with drawers,
black ash
W 594, D 650, H 370

Side cabinet with 
drawers, black ash
W 297, D 650, H 370

handle c/c 32 
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The led lights under the mirror cabinet illuminate the vanity top nicely 
and energy efficiently with a long life cycle. The bottom edge of the mirror 
features the fingerprint-resistant frosted glass.

IDO Select Medium | Suite 89
Vanity top washbasin: IDO Mosaik
W 600, H 70, D 385/500
Lower cabinet: white
W 594, D 650, H 370
Handle: white
Plane mirror with LED light
Wc is not included.

IDO Select | Suite 108
Washbasin: IDO Mosaik,
W 900, D 385/500 
Mirror cabinet
Lower cabinet with drawers: dark grey, 
W 891, D 650, H 370

The mirror cabinet features 
a daylight-imitating light for 
easy makeup application.

IDO Select range symmetrical vanity top 
washbasin IDO MOSaIk 900 mm is simple, 
functional design. There is handy space for 
makeup, toothbrush cups and soap on both 
sides of the washbasin.
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IDO Select Large is an elegant option for a large 
bathroom. The range features 490 mm-deep cabinets 
providing an luxorious amount of storage space. The 
IDO Select Large range furniture can be completed 
with the IDO Wave vanity top washbasin, available at 
widths of 600, 900 and 1,200 mm.

IDO Select Large 

IDO Select Large | Suite 92
White, in-line handle
Taps are not included.

Wave vanity top  
washbasin
W 1200, H 70, D 500
2 taps

Flat mirror LeD 
W 1200, H 900, D 20

Lower cabinet 
with a drawer
W 594, D 490, H 620

Side cabinet 
W 297, D 490, H 620

neW
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The IDO flat mirror LED matches all colours 
with its mirror-like trimming. The LED light 
saves energy and creates a comfortable atmos-
phere by illuminating in three directions, i.e., to 
the sides and down. 

Revitalise your bathroom with your favourite 
colours. Choose from all the colours of the 
rainbow and more from the almost 2,000 tones 
of the NCS colour chart. You can even mix 
different door and drawer colours to create a 
personalised look for your cabinets. Have fun!

IDO Select Large | Suite 120
Optional colour, in-line handle 
Mirror cabinet Plus
Vanity top washbasin: IDO Wave 
W 600, H 70, D 500
Lower cabinet: W 594, H 620, D 490
Upper side cabinet:  
W 477, H 297, D 200
Wc is not included.
 
Standard colour white, grey NCS 
5000 and other optional colours are 
delivered according to the customer’s 
preferences.

IDO Select Large | Suite 113
Flat mirror LED 
Vanity top washbasin: IDO Wave 
W 900, H 70, D 500
Lower cabinet: W 891, H 620, D 490
Upper cabinet: W 477, H 297, D 200
Handle: c/c 320
Wc is not included.

neW
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IDO renova Plus  
washbasin cabinet 
White  
W 535, H 620, D 320
Also including  
IDO Plus 11131 
washbasin.

IDO renova Plus | Suite 121
Wc seat is not included.

IDO renova Plus 

IDO renova  Plus 
11131 washbasin

IDO renova Plus mirror cabinet
W 560, H 635, D 133/240

upper cabinet 
IDO renova Plus 
W 300, H 655, D 133



neW
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IDO Renova Plus is a 
useful, compact furniture 
set for smaller bath-
rooms or guest toilets. 
The set comes in a stylish 
shade of grey and 
features a LED flat  
mirror, a washbasin,  
a pre-assembled lower 
cabinet and a tall cabinet 
with handles. You can 
complete the set with 
mirror cabinets from the 
same range.

IDO Renova Plus 
furniture colour options 
include white, dark grey 
and oak. White door 
options include smooth 
or bevelled surface, 
other colour options are 
delivered with the smooth 
surface.

Sufficient storage 
space helps maintain 
the cleanliness of your 
bathroom. The IDO 
Renova Plus range 
accessories include 
a functional sliding 
basket for clean towels 
or even dirty laundry.

IDO renova Plus 
Suite 122
Flat mirror LED  
Washbasin cabinet: grey 
W 594, H 620, D 320
Tall cabinet: grey
W 300, H 1,830, D 320
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IDO ClassicIDO Smart
The IDO Smart range represents quality, functionality-
oriented design. The self-assembled, and therefore 
cost-efficient, furniture range offers guaranteed IDO quality. 
Available in oak and nut with 900 and 1,200 mm widths.

Simple is beautiful. The simplistic 
design of the IDO Classic range 
brings style and functional-
ity to both bigger and smaller 
bathrooms.

IDO Shape 600 vanity top washbasin 
W 600, D 330/435

Tall cabinet
W 300, H 1,830, 
D 321

Mirror cabinet 
W 600, H 670, D 133/251

IDO Smart 
Suite 507 

Lower cabinet 
with drawers, white 
W 593, H 646, D 321

IDO Classic | Suite 79
Washbasin: IDO Minislim, W 500, D 220/275
Mirror cabinet: W 500, H 600, D 140 
Open shelf: dark oak, W 470, H 300, D 210
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With its stylish LED light and reflective panel-
ling, the IDO flat mirror LED suits all bathroom 
interiors. Height 900 mm with width options of 
560, 600, 800, 900, 1,000 and 1,200 mm.

The IDO mirror cabinet includes an electrical 
outlet, fluorescent lights, two adjustable glass 
shelves and an extra mirror on the inside of the 
door. Height 600 mm, width 500 mm.

Choose your preferred IDO plane mirror. Equipped with a 
fluorescent light, the plane mirror provides plenty of lighting. 
Height 640 mm with width options of 600, 800, 900, 1,000 and 
1,200 mm.

The IDO mirror cabinet includes two glass shelves, a 230 V 
electrical outlet, a fluorescent light and additional LED lights 
providing lighting for the washbasin. Height 695 with width 
options of 594, 891 and 1,188 mm.

The IDO Plus mirror cabinet features double-sided 
mirror doors, two adjustable shelves, a 230 V rotat-
ing electrical outlet and LED lights. Width 560 mm.

IDO Mirrors
The mirror is an important part of bathroom decor. It creates a sense of space while also hiding 
containers, shavers and jars. Mirror lights provide lighting in the right spots. In other words, the 
mirror brings the bathroom design together.

IDO’s wide product range provides the perfect solution for every type of bathroom. You can just 
pick the style and mirror size to match the location.

Halogen lights provide warm and comfortable lighting.

The daylight lamp of the mirror cabinet is perfect for 
doing makeup.

The LED light provides a bright atmosphere for the 
bathroom.

Not only does the integrated LED light provide beauti-
ful lighting for the washbasin, it is also energy-efficient 
with a long life cycle.
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IDO Select and Classic handles

D

B

K

J

H
I

C

A

O

N

M

L

E

Q

P

F

G

R

IDO No. Material Dimension c/c Price
A 9802308001 Stainless steel L175, H12, D35 96 mm 9.70
A 9802408001 Stainless steel L207, H12, D35 128 mm 10.00
B 9716208001 Stainless steel L182, H16, D30 160 mm 14.00
C 9716409001 Aluminium L160, H12, D31 96 mm 7.80
D 9716308001 Stainless steel L205, H14, D36 192 mm 14.00
E 9717000001 Chrome L136, H30 128 mm 15.10
F 9763866001 White L329, H9, D28 320 mm 19.90
F 9764513001 Black L329, H9, D28 320 mm 19.90
F 9763209001 Aluminium L329, H9, D28 320 mm 19.90
F 9763500001 Chrome L329, H9, D28 320 mm 19.90
G 9764109001 Aluminium L295, H40 295 mm 13.90
G 9764209001 Aluminium L592, H40 592 mm 21.80
H 9399406201 Matte chrome L23, H26 7.90
I 9763909001 Aluminium L40, H40 32 mm 6.00
J 9764000001 Chrome L40, H40 32 mm 6.00
K 9763766001 White L137, H9, D28 128 mm 10.00
L 9764413001 Black L137, H9, D28 128 mm 10.00
M 9763400001 Chrome L137, H9, D28 128 mm 10.00
N 9763109001 Aluminium L137, H9, D28 128 mm 10.00
O 9763666001 White L41, H9, D28 32 mm 8.10
P 9763300001 Chrome L41, H9, D28 32 mm 8.10
Q 9764313001 Black L41, H9, D28 32 mm 8.10
R 9763009001 Aluminium L41, H9, D28 32 mm 8.10

IDO handles provide an 
abundance of options. This is a 
good thing because the handle 
is an essential part of the 
furniture. It is very important to 
have a handle that feels good to 
use. You can visit a retailer and 
try out various handles. Close 
your eyes and think whether 
you prefer the softness of round 
shapes or the sturdiness of 
angular shapes.
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IDO doors and drawer panels

White (painted)Black ash (veneer)

IDO SEVEN D 

Dark oak (veneer)Oak (veneer)

IDO CLASSIC 

White, bevelled (painted) Oak (melamine)

IDO RENOVA 

White (painted) Nut (melamine)Oak (melamine)

IDO SMART

White (painted)Black ash (veneer) Elm (veneer)

IDO TREND 

Dark grey (painted)

Black ash (veneer) White (painted) with 
in-line handle

Dark grey (painted)

Dark grey 
(melamine)

White (painted)

White (painted)

White (bright, 
reflective film)

Nut (veneer)

IDO SELECT 

Optional colour
Select your preference 
of 1,950 NCS colours.
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IDO SEVEN D

Mirror cabinet 
2 glass shelves, 230 V, 
IP44, T5 electric outlet 
on the left

IDO Seven D 
vanity top sink

Lower cabinet
for IDO Seven D vanity top sink. 
Two smoothly sliding drawers 
pre-installed. Incl. water seal and 
drain pipe.

High cabinet
Two adjustable 
glass shelves. 
Drawer in the 
bottom part.

Shelf
aluminium 
wall brackets

Upper cabinet
with adjustable 
glass shelf and 
lever gear 
door. The 
door features 
a bevelled 
bottom edge.

DIMENSIONS W 800, H 550, D 120 W 1,000, H 550, D 120 W 1,200, H 550, D 120
PRODUCT NO. 9792005001 9792105001 9792205001
LIGHT 14 W 21 W 28 W
PRICE 703,- 764,- 772,-

DIMENSIONS W 800, D 400 W 1,000, D 400 W 1,200, D 400
PRODUCT NO. 1112101101 1112301101 1112501101
PRICE 275,- 449,- 465,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9792521001 644,- 9792621001 706,- 9792721001 760,-
Black ash 9792577001 804,- 9792677001 871,- 9792777001 928,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9792821001 721,- 9792921001 297,-
Black ash 9792877001 873,- 9792977001 433,-

DIMENSIONS W 800, H 450, D 395 W 1,000, H 450, D 395 W 1,200, H 450, D 395

DIMENSIONS W 300, H 1,620, D 395 W 600, H 300, D 182

DIMENSIONS W 800, H 6, D 100 W 1,000, H 6, D 100 W 1,200, H 6, D 100
PRODUCT NO. 9896300001 9896500001 9796400001
PRICE 78,- 92,- 101,-

DIMENSIONS W 800 W 1000 W 1,200
PRODUCT NO. 9796101001 9796201001 9796300001
PRICE 78,- 89,- 99,-

IDO Seven D cabinet product description
Black ash is made of stained and semi-glossy lacquered, humidity-resistant chipboard (P5) with authentic veneer coating. White cabinets are made of 
MDF (P3) with semi-matte paint coating.

The black ash drawer panel of the rounded lower cabinet 97910 is made of mould-pressed ash veneer, which has been stained and treated with semi-
matte lacquer. The white drawer panel is made of mould-pressed birch veneer with semi-matte lacquer colour finish.

Drawer interior
adjustable system.
The wider model features 
1 railing with 4 compart-
ment walls (for lower 
cabinets 97900, 97901 
and 97903).

IDO flat mirror with 
integrated fluorescent 
light. IP24, 24 W, T5

DIMENSIONS W 800, H 640, D 38 W 1,000, H 640, D 38 W 1,200, H 640, D 38
PRODUCT NO. 9766205001 9766405001 9766505001
PRICE 460,- 511,- 511,-

800

900

20 1000

900

20 1200

900

20

IDO flat mirror LED
Mirror-like trimming. 
LED light IP44, 10 W 
transformer included.

DIMENSIONS W 800, H 900, D 20 W 1,000, H 900, D 20 W 1,200, H 900, D 20
PRODUCT NO. 9462205201 9462405201 9462505201
LIGHT LED 10 W, IP44 LED 10 W, IP44 2 x LED 10 W, IP44
PRICE 341,- 379,- 543,-
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IDO SEVEN D

Plane mirror

Mirror cabinet with 
230 V electric outlet 
(right) and 8 W, IP44, 
T5 fluorescent light, 
two adjustable glass 
shelves, two-sided 
door (left or right). IDO Seven D  sink

IDO Seven D  corner sink

Shelf
reinforced glass, includes 
aluminium wall brackets.

Corner mirror rightCorner mirror left

Upper cabinet with lever gear door 
and aluminium pull (c/c 192 mm).

Lower cabinet, fits IDO Seven D sink 11113, 
one drawer and aluminium pull (c/c 192 mm). 
Note! The cabinet case is always white.

Lower cabinet
Fits IDO Seven D 
corner sink, right

Lower cabinet
Fits IDO Seven D 
corner sink, left

IDO Mono wall light,
40 W, electric outlet, 230 V, 
IP21 (light bulb not included, 
E14)

Corner shelf, wall mounting. Note!  
The package includes three glass shelves.

IDO Kub wall 
light,
max 40 W, 230 
V, G9, IP43

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9898921001 99,- 9899621001 331,- 1111301101 114,-
Black ash

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Mirror 9898305001 234,- 9898405001 234,-
Frosted glass 9899500001 82,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Aluminium 9896800001 30,-
Chrome/frosted glass 9898600001 103,-
Brushed steel/frosted glass 9701700001 75,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9791101001 281,- 9791001001 352,-
Black ash 9791108001 281,- 9791008001 352,-
Frosted glass 9899000001 58,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 1111701101 203,- 9793121001 231,- 9793021001 231,-
Black ash 9793177001 374,- 9793077001 374,-

DIMENSIONS W 400, H 670, D 15 W 500, H 600, D 140 W 560, H 170, D 440

DIMENSIONS W 285, H 750 W 285, H 750 W 200, H 6, D 200

DIMENSIONS    W 38, H 320-340, D 38 W 81, H 96, D 81 W 60, H 210, D 120

DIMENSIONS W 500, H 500, D 200 W 500, H 500, D 390 W 400, D 100

DIMENSIONS W 430, H 505, D 170 W 300, H 500, D 300 W 300, H 500, D 300

Supporting leg
aluminium, 
adjustable 
between 320 
and 340 mm
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IDO TREND

Drawer interior. Adjustable 
system with one railing and four 
compartment walls. Light grey. Fits 
lower cabinets 97800, 97801 and 
97802.

IDO Wave vanity top sink

Lower cabinet 
IDO Wave vanity top sink. 
The cabinet features two 
drawers with push open 
mechanism. The top drawer 
includes compartments. 
Water seal and drain pipe 
included.

One tap hole Two tap holes

Supporting leg
Height 270 mm + 
30 mm room for 
adjustment

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9780321001 599,-
Dark grey 9780378001 599,-
Black ash 9780377001 816,-
Elm 9780380001 816,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9204001001 325,- 9204501001 455,- 9204401001 9204301001 564,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9780021001 584,- 9780121001 645,- 9780221001 713,-
Dark grey 9780078001 584,- 9780178001 645,- 9780278001 713,-
Black ash 9780077001 721,- 9780177001 811,- 9780277001 852,-
Elm 9780080001 721,- 9780180001 811,- 9780280001 852,-

DIMENSIONS W 350, H 1,620, D 360

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 500 W 900, H 500 W 1,200, H 500

DIMENSIONS W 590, H 500, D 485 W 890, H 500, D 485 W 1,190, H 500, D 485

IDO Trend cabinet product description
Black ash is made of stained and lacquered, humidity-resistant chipboard (P5) with authentic veneer coating. Black ash is made of 
stained and lacquered, humidity-resistant chipboard (P5) with authentic veneer coating. 
White and dark grey cabinets are made of MDF (P3) with semi-matte paint coating. 

Mirror cabinet, includes 
two glass shelves, electric 
outlet (left) and fluorescent 
light (IP44), also lighting 
upwards. Light grey mela-
mine interior. T5 light.

High cabinet 
with push open door with 
changeable side. Mirror 
inside the door. 
Three adjustable glass 
shelves.

DIMENSIONS W 600 W 900 W 1,200 W 38, H 270-300, D 38
PRODUCT NO. 9782000001 9782100001 9782200001 9801900003
PRICE 83,- 98,- 109,- 24,-

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 550, D 120 W 900, H 550, D 120 W 1,200, H 550, D 120
PRODUCT NO. 9893405001 9893505001 9792205001
LIGHT 14 W 21 W 28 W
PRICE 534,- 682,- 772,-

IDO flat mirror with 
integrated fluores-
cent light.
IP24, 24 W, T5

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 640, D 38 W 900, H 640, D 38 W 1,200, H 640, D 38
PRODUCT NO. 9766105001 9766305001 9766505001
PRICE 387,- 460,- 511,-
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IDO SELECT SMALL

IDO Shape 
vanity top sink

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 1119901101 209,- 1119701101 338,- 1119801101 338,- 1119601101 426,-

DIMENSIONS W 600, D 330/435 W 900, D 330/435. Left W 900, D 330/435. Right W 1,200, D 330/435

DIMENSIONS W 594, H 620, D 320 W 594, H 620, D 320 W 297, H 620, D 320

Lower cabinet with 
smoothly closing 
doors and one 
adjustable shelf, white 
case.

Side cabinet with 
smoothly closing 
drawer and door. One 
adjustable shelf.

Lower cabinet with 
smoothly closing drawer. 
The cabinet features a com-
partmented inner drawer. 
Fits standard water seal, 
white case.

IDO SELECT MEDIUM

IDO Mosaik
vanity top sink

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 1117701101 222,- 1117601101 292,- 1117401101 338,- 1117501101 338,- 1117301101 426,-

DIMENSIONS W 600, D 385/500 W 800, D 385/500 W 900, D 385/500. Left W 900, D 385/500. Right W 1,200, D 385/500

DIMENSIONS W 594, H 650, D 370 W 594, H 650, D 370 W 297, H 650, D 370

Lower cabinet
Smoothly closing 
doors and one
adjustable shelf, 
white case.

Side cabinet with 
drawer 
Smoothly closing 
drawer and door. One 
adjustable shelf. White 
case.

Lower cabinet with drawer 
Smoothly closing drawer and 
door with compartmented 
inner drawer, fits standard 
water seal, white case.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9830021111 256,- 9830121111 398,- 9830221111 276,-
Dark grey, smooth 9830078111 256,- 9830178111 398,- 9830278111 276,-
White, in-line, left 9830022111 300,- 9830122111 422,- 9830222111 296,-
White, in-line, right 9830222121 296,-
White, reflective film, smooth 9830066111 367,- 9830166111 475,- 9830266111 341,-
Nut, smooth 9830063111 369,- 9830163111 475,- 9830263111 341,-
Black ash, smooth 9830077111 367,- 9830177111 475,- 9830277111 341,-
Optional NCS colour, smooth* 9830091111 298,- 9830191111 425,- 9830291111 300,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line, left* 9830092111 342,- 9830192111 448,- 9830292111 322,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line, right* 9830292121 408,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9840021111 256,- 9840121111 398,- 9840221111 276,-
Dark grey, smooth 9840078111 256,- 9840178111 398,- 9840278111 276,-
White, in-line, left 9840022111 300,- 9840122111 422,- 9840222111 296,-
White, in-line, right 9840222121 296,-
White, reflective film, smooth 9840066111 369,- 9840166111 475,- 9840266111 341,-
Nut, smooth 9840063111 369,- 9840163111 475,- 9840263111 341,-
Black ash, smooth 9840077111 369,- 9840177111 475,- 9840277111 341,-
Optional NCS colour, smooth* 9840091111 298,- 9840191111 425,- 9840291111 300,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line, left* 9840092111 342,- 9840192111 448,- 9840292111 322,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line, right* 9840292121 408,-

* Optional semi-gloss NCS colour, delivery time 5 weeks, order in writing, no refund, white case.

* Optional semi-gloss NCS colour, delivery time 5 weeks, order in writing, no refund, white case.
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IDO SELECT LARGE

* Optional semi-gloss NCS colour, delivery time 5 weeks, order in writing, no refund, white case.

* Optional semi-gloss NCS colour, delivery time 5 weeks, order in writing, no refund, white case.

IDO Wave vanity top sink

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9204001001 325,- 9204101001 455,- 9204201001 455,- 9204401001 9204301001 564,-

DIMENSIONS W 600, D 500 W 900, D 500. Left W 900, D 500. Right W 1,200, D 500  

DIMENSIONS W 594, H 620, D 490 W 594, H 620, D 490 W 297, H 620, D 490 

Lower cabinet 
Smoothly 
shutting 
doors and one 
adjustable shelf, 
white case.

Side cabinet with 
drawer 
Smoothly closing 
drawer and door. One 
adjustable shelf. White 
case.

Lower cabinet with 
drawer 
Smoothly closing drawer 
and door with compart-
mented inner drawer, 
fits standard water seal, 
white case.

One tap hole Two tap holes

Handles: see page 44.

IDO SELECT

DIMENSIONS W 891, H 620, D 320 W 891, H 650, D 370 W 891, H 620, D 490

DIMENSIONS W 900, D 330/435 W 900, D 385/500 W 900, D 500

Lower cabinet with drawer 
for the IDO Shape 11200 
vanity top sink. Smoothly 
closing drawer and door with 
compartmented inner drawer, 
fits standard water seal, white 
case.

IDO Shape 
vanity top sink

Lower cabinet with drawer 
for the IDO Wave 92045 
vanity top sink. Smoothly 
closing drawer and door with 
compartmented inner drawer, 
fits standard water seal, white 
case.

IDO Wave van-
ity top sink

Lower cabinet with drawer for 
the IDO Mosaik 11180 vanity top 
sink. Smoothly closing drawer 
and door with compartmented 
inner drawer, fits standard 
water seal, white case.

IDO Mosaik 
vanity top sink

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 1120001101 338,- 1118001101 338,- 9204501001 455,-

LargeMediumSmall

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9850021111 256,- 9850121111 398,- 9850221111 276,-
Dark grey, smooth 9850078111 256,- 9850178111 398,- 9850278111 276,-
White, in-line, left 9850022111 300,- 9850122111 422,- 9850222111 296,-
White, in-line, right 9850222121 296,-
White, reflective film, smooth 9850066111 369,- 9850166111 475,- 9850266111 341,-
Nut, smooth 9850063111 369,- 9850163111 475,- 9850263111 341,-
Black ash, smooth 9850077111 369,- 9850177111 475,- 9850277111 341,-
Optional NCS colour, smooth* 9850091111 298,- 9850191111 425,- 9850291111 300,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line, left* 9850092111 342,- 9850192111 448,- 9850292111 322,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line, right* 9850292121 322,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9830321111 506,- 9840321111 506,- 9850321111 506,-
Dark grey, smooth 9830378111 506,- 9840378111 506,- 9850378111 506,-
White, in-line handle 9830322111 554,- 9840322111 554,- 9850322111 554,-
White, reflective film, smooth 9830366111 623,- 9840366111 623,- 9850366111 623,-
Nut, smooth 9830363111 623,- 9840363111 623,- 9850363111 623,-
Black ash, smooth 9830377111 623,- 9840377111 623,- 9850377111 623,-
Optional NCS colour, smooth* 9830391111 556,- 9840391111 556,- 9850391111 556,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line* 9830392111 603,- 9840392111 603,- 9850392111 603,-
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IDO SELECT
1200900600

IDO mirror cabinet Plus, two 
removable melamine shelves, 
230 V electric outlet, 2 x 1.6 W 
IP44 LED lights, incl. trans-
former.

IDO mirror cabinet  
with fluorescent light,
IP44, transformer for
LED lights, 230 V electric outlet, 
T5, right.

IDO flat mirror LED
Mirror-like trimming. 
LED light IP44, 10 W, incl. 
transformer.

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 635, D 133/240 W 900, H 635, D 133/240 W 1,200, H 635, D 133/240
PRODUCT NO. 9442905201 9443005201 9443105201
LIGHT 2 x 1.6 W 3 x 1.6 W 4 x 1.6 W
GLASS SHELVES 2 2 6
PRICE 593,- 785,- 986,-

DIMENSIONS W 594, H 695, D 140/220 W 891, H 695, D 140/220 W 891, H 695, D 140/220 W 1,188, H 695, D 140/220
PRODUCT NO. 9761505001 9761605001 9761705001 9761805001
LIGHT 14 W 21 W 21 W 28 W
GLASS SHELVES 2 4 4 6
LED LIGHT 1 2 2 3
PRICE 708,- 887,- 887,- 1.182,-

IDO flat mirror with 
integrated lighting. 
IP24, 24 W, T5.

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 640, D 38 W 900, H 640, D 38 W 1,200, H 640, D 38
PRODUCT NO. 9766105001 9766305001 9766505001
PRICE 387,- 460,- 511,-

Mirror cabinet, 
left. For sinks on 
the left or in the 
middle.

Mirror cabinet, 
right. For sinks on 
the right or in the 
middle.

High cabinet with door
The door can be installed to 
open to the left or right. 5 
fixed frosted glass shelves 
with LED lights. Includes 
transformer and electric 
outlet, IP44.

High cabinet with 
door
The door can be 
installed to open to 
the left or right. 5 
adjustable frosted 
glass shelves.

High cabinet with mirror 
door
The door can be installed 
to open to the left or right. 
Integrated handle, 8 fixed 
frosted glass shelves.

DIMENSIONS W 297, H 1,830, D 320 W 297, H 1,830, D 320 W 220, H 1,830, D 140

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Aluminium/frosted glass 9760101001 688,- 9760201001 491,-
Mirror door 9760301001 360,-
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900

240

133
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1200

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 900, D 20 W 900, H 900, D 20 W 1,200, H 900, D 20
PRODUCT NO. 9462105201 9462305201 9462505201
LIGHT 10 W LED 10 W LED 2 x 10 W LED
PRICE 312,- 361,- 543,-
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IDO SELECT

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Light grey 9765003001 70,-
Matte chrome 9761906001 8,-
Glossy chrome 9761900001 8,-

* Optional semi-gloss NCS colour, delivery time 5 weeks, order in writing, no refund, white case.

DIMENSIONS W 297, H 1830, D 320 W 477, H 297, D 200 

High cabinet with an open 
shelf with two smoothly 
closing doors and 3 
frosted glass shelves. 
Fixed shelf in the middle. 
Note! Aluminium/frosted 
glass doors (59, 73) do not 
include hinge attenuators.

Upper corner 
cabinet with lever 
gear door, 
1 glass shelf.

Drawer interior
Accessory for all IDO Select 
lower cabinets with drawers (97301, 
97303, 97401, 97403, 97501, 97503). 
The adjustable system includes 
1 railing and 3 compartment walls. 

Supporting leg. Fits all 
IDO Select cabinets, 
adjustable between 150 
and 185 mm.

Handles: see page 44.

IDO Select cabinet product description
Cabinet cases are made of humidity-resistant chipboard (P5) with melamine coating. Painted doors (-20, -21, -27, -78) are humidity-resistant MDF (P3), with semi-
glossy paint finish. The reflective white door (-66) features a film coating exterior with laminated, humidity-resistant MDF (P3) interior. The oak frame door (-62) frame 
is made of timber, and the mirror is made of humidity-resistant chipboard (P5). Aluminium/frosted glass doors (-59, -73) are made of aluminium and frosted glass. 
Wooden doors (-62, -63, -76, -77) feature a mirror made of humidity-resistant chipboard (P5) with timber trimming.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9860021111 377,- 9860421111 200,-
Dark grey, smooth 9860078111 377,- 9860478111 200,-
White, in-line handle 9860022111 428,- 9860422111 216,-
White, reflective film, smooth 9860066111 455,- 9860466111 244,-
Nut, smooth 9860063111 455,- 9860463111 244,-
Black ash, smooth 9860077111 455,- 9860477111 244,-
Optional NCS colour, smooth* 9860091111 417,- 9860491111 210,-
Optional NCS colour, in-line* 9860092111 452,- 9860492111 235,-

Laundry 
basket
Accessory for 
the IDO Select 
tall cabinet.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Grey 9765203001 68,-

DIMENSION W 230, H 250, D455
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COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Light grey 9766005201 344,- 9766005701 455,-

DIMENSIONS W 600, H 690, D 150/220 W 600, H 690, D 150/220

Combination mirror cabinet with 
fluorescent light, 2 shelves, IP44, 230 
V electric outlet, can be installed to the 
left or right. Chrome and matte chrome 
handles. 

WITH FAULT CURRENT PROTECTION

Combination mirror 
cabinet
Halogen ramp 2 x 10 W, 
mirror size 270x610 mm, 
double-sided mirrors 
on doors, 2 adjustable 
shelves. Includes trans-
former, IP44.

Sink cabinet set
Includes assembled sink 
1113101101 and lower 
cabinet. Water seal + 
flexible drain pipe, 
1 adjustable shelf, 
handle included.

Assembled sink 
cabinet
Includes sink 
1118501101. Water 
seal + flexible drain 
pipe, 1 adjustable 
shelf,
handle included.

IDO Plus sink 
Suitable amount of space on 
the vanity, brackets (61016) 
not included. Can also be 
used with the IDO Trevi sink 
leg (51065) or IDO Renova 
lower cabinet.

IDO Trevi sink
Functional basic sink, 
bracket mounting, 
brackets (61016) not 
included. 

IDO Trevi sink
Basic sink suitable for 
small spaces. Bracket 
mounting, brackets 
(61015 or 61097) not 
included.

Lower cabinet in 
parts
For sink 11131 (not 
included in the price), 
1 adjustable shelf, 
handle included.

Lower cabinet in 
parts
For sink 11185 (not 
included in the price), 
1 adjustable shelf, 
handle included.

Lower cabinet in 
parts
For sink 11289 (not 
included in the 
price), 1 adjust-
able shelf, handle 
included.

Combination mirror cabinet 
Mirror size 270x610 mm, 
double-sided mirrors on 
doors, 2 adjustable shelves, 
electric socket (IP44) on the 
left or right.

Mirror cabinet 
Mirror size 
270x610 mm, 
double-sided 
mirrors on doors, 
2 adjustable 
shelves.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9342805001 355,- 9342705001 335,- 9342705701 427,- 9342605201 249,-
Oak 9342805004 355,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9313121201 379,- 9323121201 160,- 1113101101 116,-
White, bevelled 9313120201 379,- 9323120201 160,-
Oak, smooth 9313174004 379,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9340421201 361,- 9341421201 160,- 1118501101 111,-
White, bevelled 9340420201 361,- 9341420201 160,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White, smooth 9318921201 160,- 1128901101 102,-
White, bevelled 9318920201 160,-

DIMENSIONS W 560, H 650, D 150/260 W 560, H 670, D 150/220 WITH FAULT CURRENT PROTECTION W 560, H 620, D 150

DIMENSIONS W 560, H 620, D 320 W 600, H 670, D 300 W 560, D 330

DIMENSIONS W 535, H 620, D 270 W 535, H 620, D 270 W 560, D 440, H 185

DIMENSIONS W 445, H 620, D 220 W 500, D 360, H 190

IDO RENOVA

Renova cabinet product description
Cabinet cases are made of melamine-coated, 16 mm chipboard (P5). White doors (-20, -21) are humidity-resistant MDF (P3), with semi-glossy paint finish. Oak 
(-74) and dark grey (-79) doors are made of melamine-coated, humidity-resistant chipboard (P5). Cabinets are delivered pre-assembled (not incl. 93189 and 93231). 
Cabinets include standard handle 93991-08-201.
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IDO RENOVA PLUS

IDO Renova Plus 560 
sink cabinet package with 
drawers
Includes pre-assembled sink 
cabinet with two drawers, sink, 
water seal, flexible drain pipe 
and handles (9763400001).

IDO Renova Plus high cabinet
Pre-assembled cabinet with two 
doors, four shelves and handles 
(9763400001).

IDO Renova Plus upper 
cabinet
Pre-assembled cabinet with 
door, two shelves and handle 
(9763400001).

Laundry basket
Accessory for 
the IDO Renova 
tall cabinet.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9433121201 422,- 9429921201 453,- 9439921201 604,- 9413121201 290,-
Dark grey 9433179201 422,- 9429979201 453,- 9439979201 604,- 9413179201 290,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9442805201 502,- 9442905201 593,- 9443005201 785,-
Dark grey 9472805201 502,- 9472905201 593,- 9473005201 785,-

DIMENSIONS W 535, H 620, D 320 W 594, H 620, D 320 W 891, H 620, D 320 W 535, H 620, D 320

DIMENSIONS W 560, H 635, D 133/240 W 600, H 635, D 133/240 W 900, H 635, D 133/240

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9470021201 300,- 9470921201 165,-
Dark grey 9470079201 300,- 9470979201 165,- 9765203001 68,-

DIMENSIONS W 297, H 1,830, D 320 W 297, H 635, D 133 W 230, H 250, D 455

IDO mirror cabinet Plus
Double-sided mirror doors, 
adjustable shelf, 230 V 
electric outlet and 1.6 W LED 
lights, IP44 transformer.

IDO flat mirror LED
Mirror-like trimming. LED light 
1, 10 W, IP44 transformer. 20 560

900

DIMENSIONS W 560, H 900, D 20 W 600, H 900, D 20 W 900, H 900, D 20
PRODUCT NO. 9462005201 9462105201 9462305201
LIGHT 10 W LED 10 W LED 10 W LED
PRICE 300,- 312,- 361,-

320
535

620

560
IDO Renova Plus 
560 sink cabinet
package with doors
Includes pre-assembled 
sink cabinet with two 
drawers, sink 11131, 
water seal, one shelf, 
flexible drain pipe and 
handles (9763400001).Includes sink 11131. Includes sink 1119901101. Includes sink 1120001101.
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IDO SMART

IDO Smart cabinet product description
Cabinet cases are made of humidity-resistant chipboard (P3) with melamine coating. White and dark grey 
drawer panels are made of humidity-resistant MDF (P3) with semi-matte paint coating. Oak and nut-coloured 
doors and drawer panels are made of humidity-resistant chipboard (P3) with melamine coating.

IDO Shape  
vanity top sink

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 1119901101 209,- 1119701101 338,- 1120001101 338,- 1119801101 338,- 1119601101 426,-

DIMENSIONS W 600, D 330/435 W 900, D 330/435. Left W 900, D 330/435 W 900, D 330/435. Right W 1,200, D 330/435

DIMENSIONS W 593, H 646, D 321 W 893, H 646, D 321. Left W 893, H 646, D 321 W 893, H 646, D 321. Right W 1,193, H 646, D 321

Lower cabinet with two 
smoothly closing draw-
ers, matte chrome 
handles (plastic), water 
seal,
delivered in parts.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9634021001 293,- 9635121001 344,- 9635521001 344,- 9635121001 344,- 9636021001 374,-
Oak 9634066001 293,- 9635166001 344,- 9635566001 344,- 9635166001 344,- 9636066001 374,-
Nut 9634075001 293,- 9635175001 344,- 9635575001 344,- 9635175001 344,- 9636075001 374,-

High cabinet, delivered 
in parts, two doors, 
two adjustable shelves 
and open shelve, 
matte chrome handles 
(plastic).

Upper corner 
cabinet, delivered 
in parts, two adjust-
able shelves, matte 
chrome handles 
(plastic).

Mirror cabinet 
Mirror cabinet in parts. Double-sided mirrors on doors, two adjustable shelves, 
handles included, integrated halogen ramp, depth 250 mm, 
3 x 10 W, 12 V, G4, transformer, rotating electric socket 230 V, IP21.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE LIGHT PRODUCT NO. PRICE LIGHT
White 9631121001 256,- 9630721001 107,- 9637721001 337,- 2 x 10 W 9638021001 344,- 3 x 10 W
Oak 9631166001 256,- 9630766001 107,- 9637766001 337,- 9638066001 344,-
Nut 9631175001 256,- 9630775001 107,- 9637775001 337,- 9638075001 344,-

DIMENSIONS W 300, H 1,830, D 321 W 300, H 670, D 133 W 600, H 670, D 133/251 W 900, H 670, D 133/251

Supporting leg
Plastic, matte 
chrome finish, 
adjustable between 
120 and 145 mm, 1/
package.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Matte chrome 9601900001 8.80

All prices are recommended prices inclusive of VAT.
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IDO CLASSIC

IDO Mono wall light, 
40 W, electric outlet, 
230 V, IP21 (light bulb 
not included, E14).

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE
White 9899621001 331,-

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Oak 9703752001 198,-
Dark oak 9703771001 198,-

DIMENSIONS W 500, H 600, D 140 DIMENSIONS W 500, H 670, D 24/133

Mirror cabinet with 230 V 
electric outlet (right) and 
fluorescent light
8 W, T5, IP44. Two adjustable 
glass shelves, double-sided 
door, left/right.

Framed mirror 
with shelf, 
frame and shelf 
made of oak.

IDO Minislim sink. 
Mounting screws 
are included. 

Open oak shelf
for the IDO Minislim 
sink. Oak case, veneer 
shelf. Includes water 
seal and towel rack.

COLOUR PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE PRODUCT NO. PRICE
Oak 9714252001 222,-
Dark oak 9714271001 222,-
White 1113001101 152,-
Brushed steel/frosted glass 9701700001 75,-

DIMENSIONS W 500, D 220/275 W 470, H 300, D 210 W 60, H 210, D 120
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A Shower cubicle 
includes an enclosure 
and a tray. Water will 
splash neither on the 
walls nor the floor, and 
so slipping on the floor 
becomes less likely. The 
pipes have been inte-
grated in the structure 
of the shower, which 
looks neat and beautiful. 
Thanks to the adjustment 
possibilities, it is easy to 
install the shower cabin 
on an inclined floor.

iDo ShowerAmA 
Shower DoorS are 
an excellent choice 
for a large or a small 
bathroom. Our range of 
products even includes 
swinging or sliding doors 
with fixed profiles.

A Shower encloSure 
is a fantastic solution 
for a small bathroom. 
Swinging and fixed 
models are available. A 
fixed shower enclosure 
can be equipped with a 
floor profile or at least a 
curtain rail.

IDO showers
Shower brings luxury to your 
everyday life. A shower wakes 
you up in the morning and  
washes your worries away in 
the evening. Consider carefully 
the choice of a shower for 
your home to ensure enjoyable 
showers for now and years to 
come.

Follow the good old rule of thumb: choose as large 
a shower as fits into your bathroom. A metre on all 
sides is luxorious, 80 x 80 cm is perfectly plenty, and 
70x70 cm you should go in case the space is really 
tight. 

537 solutions
We offer dozens of showers of various sizes and 
shapes, and when you add to these our diverse range 
of glass, you can choose among 537 solutions!
Not only the number of solutions, but also the quality 
is great. Our 40-year-long experience can be seen 
and felt in the details as well as comfortable usage. 
IDO showers are durable, safe and easy to clean, and 
these qualities you will still appreciate for many years 
to come.
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A variety of Shower  
encloSureS are available. 
The model with a floor profile 
is more watertight. If you are 
not using the shower, the 
doors can be folded away.

A bAth Door is a stylish 
alternative for the shower 
curtain.  It is easy to step into 
the bathtub as the door opens 
inward and outward. 
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Colours into the 
bathroom! Choose 
a black, white or 
red shower screen 
and floor profile. 
Choose acces-
sories and a toilet 
seat of the same 
colour to make 
the whole set 
complementary.



IDO Showerama 8-5 is a safe 
choice as evidenced by the 
SINTEF EN15200 certifica-
tion (Shower cabinets with 
additional features).

SINTEF is the largest 
independent research 
organisation in Scandinavia. 
SINTEF performs over 7,000 
research projects for 2,300 
clients every year.
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Height
2220– 2250 mm 
(approximately 2240 mm with  
a steam room)

NB! If you are looking for a shower, for example, for your 
summer house, take a look at IDO Showerama 8-5 – the 
lower shower cubicle model. Its maximum height is just 
2,120 mm, and the dimensions are 900 x 900 mm. 

Designer  
Dan Sevaldson / Hareide Design

Shower cubicle
IDO ShowerAmA 8-5

You will find the perfect model for any 
bathroom among the variety of IDO Showerama 
8-5 shower cubicles. Four different sizes and 
dozens of glass options are available. The sha-
pe of the tray saves space and IDO Showerama 
8-5 shower enclosure is suitable for smaller 
bathrooms as well. 

The standard model 
features a shower 
column with a black 
floor profile. For the 
same price, you can 
select width and glass 
type: clear, misty, 
smoked or Dandelion 
II patterned glass.
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The hand shower-head, of 
contemporary design, can easily 
be adjusted to the right height.  
A handy faucet enables you to 
grip it well even with wet fingers. 
An Oras thermostat faucet is at 
the heart of the shower. 

The fixed top shower comes 
with a stylish spray head. 
A truly large spray head will 
remind you of standing in 
refreshing rain.

Enjoy the novel morning shower 
and the evening wash. IDO 
Showerama 8-5 shower cubicle 
is full of carefully thought out 
details.

Shower trays come in four sizes: 
1000 x 1000 mm 
900 x 900 mm  
900 x 800 mm 
800 x 900 mm
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A sturdy foot and wheels to make moving the 
shower cabinet easier are located below the 
basin. This enables the shower cabinet to be 
moved, for example, during cleaning.

Both the wheels and the supporting leg are 
adjustable, enabling the shower cabinet to be 
installed straight even when the floor is tilted.

IDO  
Showerama 8-5
The IDO Showerama 8-5 range provides 
suitable shower cabinets for your bath-
room. For more information, please visit 
our website at www.idoshowerama.fi.

The stylish door handle features the same design as the shower 
tap handles, providing solid grip even with wet hands. The qual-
ity handle stays clean year in and year out.

Thanks to the new basin design, the door 
frame is 500 mm wide. The door slides 
effortlessly and shuts tightly. Functionality is 
ensured with a magnet fitting.

The IDO Showerama 8-5 is a 
carefully designed product.  
A fine example of this is the 
footing profile, providing 
a nice finishing touch to 
the bottom of the basin. If 
necessary, the profile is easy 
to detach.

The large drain is both stylish 
and functional. Water is 
efficiently removed, and the 
drain is easy to keep clean.

the tAp hAnDleS are designed to 
be easy to handle with wet hands and 
soapy fingers. The heart of the shower 
is the Oras thermostat water mixer. 
The IDO Showerama 8-5 shower 
cabinets are delivered with two practi-
cal shelves made of clear plexiglass. 
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Complement 
your showers 
with some crystal 
clear luxury. The 
durable but stylish 
seat is made 
of transparent 
plexiglas. 

The beautiful and prac-
tical decorative panel is 
equipped with a towel 
hook and adds the final 
touch to the whole set. 

Add the finishing touch to your 
shower cabin with the right 
accessories. We are constantly 
expanding our range of acces-
sories: the most up-to-date list 
can be found on our homepage 
- www.idobathroom.com

Accessories
IDO ShowerAmA 8-5 Shower cAbin

The steam room will 
not let the steam 
spread outside. 
The steam room 
rises to 113 mm 
above the top profile, 
maximum height is 
approx. 2240 mm. 

IDO Showerama 8-5

This tailor-made shower cabin 
consists of the following parts:

Red pillar  
White tray  
Red plinth  
Transparent frontal glass 
Transparent rear glass  

The shower cabin includes a man-made marble basin, Oras thermostat faucet,  
a shower set, top shower, fixed shelves and white aluminium profiles. Height 2,220 mm.  
Adjustment margin +30 mm. 
Here you will find some of the product numbers for our bestselling models, selected based 
on the type of glass. Choose the one that best fits your needs or make a complete set out of 
the parts whose price list can be found at the bottom of the page. 

Basic 
model with 
a white 
shower 
panel, white 
rail and  
black floor 
profile.

ShowerAmA 8-5 -Shower cAbin pArtS

colour 900 x 900 1000 x 1000 900 x 800 800 x 900

base White,
black plinth 
profile

4988001909 4988101010 4988001908 4988001809

plinth 
profile

White
Red

0700307
0700311

0700308
0700312

0700306
0700310

0700305
0700309

Frontal 
glass

Transparent
Smoked glass
Dandelion II

4985022992
4985023992
4985025992

4985122012
4985123012
4985125012

4985022982
4985023982
4985025982

4985022892
4985023892
4985025892

rear glass Transparent
Smoked glass
Frosted

4985022991
4985023991
4985026991

4985122011
4985123011
4985126011

4985022891
4985023891
4985026891

4985022891
4985023891
4985026891

iDo ShowerAmA 8-5 – Shower cAbin, moDelS

Frontal glass rear glass 900 x 900 1000 x 1000 900 x 800 800 x 900

Transparent Transparent 4985022909 4985122010 4985022908 4985022809
Smoked glass Smoked glass 4985023909 4985123010 4985023908 4985023809
Transparent Frosted 4985027909 4985127010 4985027908 4985027809
Dandelion II Transparent 4985028909 4985128010 4985028908 4985028809
Dandelion II Frosted 4985029909 4985129010 4985029908 4985029809

low moDel
Transparent Transparent 4985222909
Transparent Frosted 4985227909
Dandelion II Transparent 4985228909
Dandelion II Frosted 4985229909

Door

colour

White, 
basic model

4985010001

Red 4985015001
Black 4985013001
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IDO Showerama 8-5 is a safe 
choice as evidenced by the 
SINTEF EN15200 certifica-
tion (Shower cabinets with 
additional features).

The IDO steam generator 
turns your shower into a 
steam bath. The device is 
installed behind the shower 
panel: only the round steam 
head can be seen in the 
bottom part of the shower 
panel and steam button fitted 
near the faucet. 
The steam room to go with 
the steam generator can be 
seen on the next page.

We wish our showers to be as stylish as possible, but we 
consider function and safety to be as important as style. The 
shower enclosure should protect the bathroom from splattered 
water. In addition, the shower cubicle must be easy to install 
and clean. So we choose our materials carefully and do our 
best to polish even the tiniest product details.

www.idobathroom.com

Additional information 
is available at 
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Choose from 
four different 
glass types: 
clear glass, 
smoked 
glass, frozen 
glass and 
Dandelion II.

The IDO Showerama 8-4 shower cubicle’s 
beautifully curved doors rise 8 mm when opened. 
The model comes without a plinth profile. The 
shower cabin can be mounted on an inclined 
floor. The bottom edge has a long seal which 
ensures that water flows away from the shower. 
The doors turn inward and outward and close 
tightly as they are equipped with a magnetic seal. 
The IDO Showerama 8-4 shower cabin is best for 
bathrooms with surface plumbing.

Dimensions and glass options are shown 
on page 69.

Shower cubicle
IDO ShowerAmA 8-4

Height
1950 mm

The IDO Showerama 8-02 shower cubicle comes 
with straight doors which rise 8 mm when opened. 
The model does not include a plinth profile, but 
can be mounted on a floor with a sufficient fall. The 
doors can be easily folded away when the shower 
is not in use. The bottom of the doors has a long 
seal and in between is a magnetic seal which 
enables the doors to close tightly. IDO Showerama 
8-02 shower cabin is suitable for bathrooms with 
surface plumbing. 

Dimensions and glass options are shown 
on page 69.

Shower cubicle
IDO ShowerAmA 8-02

Height
1950 mm
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Model 8-0 with one 
door, dimensions 
700–900 mm
Model with two doors, 
dimensions  
950–1200 mm.

Dimensions and 
glass optins are 
shown on page 69.

eXAmple 1 eXAmple 2

Height 1950 mm
Adjustment margin -20/+20 mm.

The IDO Showerama 7-3 shower cubicle 
comes with an adjustable floor profile 
which makes the shower truly durable and 
watertight. The shape of the shower saves 
space and several sizes are available. 
You can choose between models that 
have equal sides or sides of different 
size. IDO Showerama 7-3 shower cabin is 
also suitable for bathrooms with surface 
plumbing.  

Dimensions and glass options are shown 
on page 69.

Shower cubicle
IDO ShowerAmA 7-3

Height
1950 mm

inform us of the shower dimensions as follows

Always give us measurement A first.

Example 1
Dimension A = 800
Dimension B = 900
Required space:
800 x 900 mm

Designer Einar Hareide

Example 2
Dimension A = 900
Dimension B = 800
Required space:
900 x 800 mm

The IDO Showerama 8-0 shower door opens as the user wishes 
– inward or outward. The bottom edge is equipped with a long 
seal which reduces the amount of water that escapes the shower. 
Several widths are available: from 700 mm to 1200 mm. In case of 
dimensions of 700-900 mm, there is one door and wider solutions 
have two doors. The IDO Showerama 8-01 shower door is suitable 
for bathrooms with a steep incline and surface plumbing. 

Shower door
IDO ShowerAmA 8-0



maksimi-
korkeusmax. height
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Shower sliding doors
IDO ShowerAmA 7-1

The IDO Showerama 7-1 sliding door is a stylish 
and watertight solution for a shower with a floor 
profile. It comes in different widths: 1200 –  
1750 mm. The doors are equipped with a practical 
brake function, and they move in a way that 
prevents water from escaping from the shower. 
Wall profiles have enough space for pipes.  

Dimensions and glass options are shown  
on page 69.

Height
1950 mm

IDO Showerama 2-0 shower enclosure is fixed 
to the profile fitted between the floor and ceiling. 
The maximum fitting length of the profile is 3000 
mm. You can add an adjustable plinth or a curtain 
rail if you wish. 

Dimensions and options of glasses are shown  
on page 69.

Fixed shower wall
IDO ShowerAmA 2-0

Height
1950 mm

curtain rail for model 2-0 Silver matt
Dimension mm IDO no.

1000 4920030001

plinth profile for model 2-0 Silver matt
Dimension mm IDO no.

700 4920030002
800 4920030003
900 4920030004

1000 4920030005
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The IDO Showerama 8-41 is a stylish curved 
shower enclosure which can be folded away 
when the shower is not in use. The enclosure 
can  
be adjusted to open right or left, so the 
enclosure can be fixed to the wall on the left 
or right. The bottom edge of the enclosure has 
a long seal which prevents water from flowing 
out of the shower.  

Dimensions and glass options are shown  
on page 69.

Shower wall
IDO ShowerAmA 8-41

Height
1950 mm

Height
1950 mm

The IDO Showerama 8-01 is a straight shower 
enclosure of clean design. The enclosure is 
equipped with hinges which enable you to fold it 
away when the shower is not in use. The door can 
be made right- or left-handed, so the enclosure 
can be fixed to the left or right wall. The bottom 
edge of the enclosure has a long seal which 
prevents water from flowing out of the shower. 

Dimensions and glass options are shown  
on page 69.

Shower wall
IDO ShowerAmA 8-01
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Height
1400 mm

IDO showers are durable, safe 
and easy to clean, which you 
will continue to appreciate in 
the years to come.

The IDO Showerama 8-40 is practical and beautiful 
and provides protection against the splashing of water 
as an alternative to wet shower curtains. The hinged 
enclosure opens in both directions. It is straight, made 
of glass, and its top edge is slightly rounded. 

Dimensions and glass options are shown on  
page 69.

Bath wall
IDO ShowerAmA 8-40

The design of the IDO Showerama showers makes them 
particularly easy to clean with Showerclean. The glasses 
are textured only on the outside, making the smooth inner 
surface easy to clean. The shower doors and cabinets 
have been designed with a minimum amount of screw 
holes and other dirt-gathering holes. The cabinets are 
completely silicone-free, reducing bacteria accumulation. 
The wheels of the Showerama shower cabinets enable them 
to be moved during cleaning, making them easy to clean 
thoroughly with Showerclean. This also allows you to clean 
the floor below the shower cabinet.

IDO Showerclean
IDO Showerclean is an easy-to-use  
general cleaning detergent for showers 
and the entire bathroom, eliminating 
stains and calcification. 

 iDo Showerclean
phosphate-free  
IDO Showerclean 
is an environ-

mentally  
friendly  
choice.



handle for IDO Showerama 8-series 
shower. The standard handle is 
chrome-plated, but a matt silver 
handle is also available as an acces-
sory (product no. 0732035) 

Silver matt

Silver

White

colour options for profiles
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IDO Showerama 
GlASS, HANDlE AND SIzE OpTIONS

Add the finishing touches to your bathroom with 
the shower. You can choose between a number 
of safety glasses.

Transparent or patterned? Smoked or frosted glass?  
A choice of glass gives your shower a personal touch. 

Smoked glassTransparent

patterned, Dandelion IIFrosted

trAnSpArent SmokeD glASS DAnDelion ii FroSteD
800 x 800 4984032808 4984033808 4984035808 4984036808
700 x 900 4984032709 4984033709 4984035709 4984036709
800 x 900 4984032809 4984033809 4984035809 4984036809
900 x 900 4984032909 4984033909 4984035909 4984036909

IDO ShowerAmA 8-4  matt silver profile

IDO ShowerAmA 7-3  silver profile
700  x 900 4973012709 4973013709 
900 x 700 4973012907 4973013907
800 x 900 4973012809 4973013809
900 x 800 4973012908 4973013908
900 x 900 4973012909 4973013909

IDO ShowerAmA 7-1  matt silver profile
1200 4971032120 4971033120
1250 4971032125 4971033125
1300 4971032130 4971033130
1350 4971032135 4971033135
1400 4971032140 4971033140
1450 4971032145 4971033145
1500 4971032150 4971033150
1550 4971032155 4971033155
1600 4971032160 4971033160
1650 4971032165 4971033165
1700 4971032170 4971033170
1750 4971032175 4971033175

IDO ShowerAmA 2-0  matt silver profile
700 4920032070 4920033070
800 4920032080 4920033080
900 4920032090 4920033090

1000 4920032100 4920033100

IDO ShowerAmA 7-3  white profile
700  x 900 4973022709 4973023709
900 x 700 4973022907 4973023907
800 x 900 4973022809 4973023809
900 x 800 4973022908 4973023908
900 x 900 4973022909 4973023909

IDO ShowerAmA 8-40  matt silver profile
750 4980432750 4980433750 4980434750 4980435750
750 4980435751 4980436751

IDO ShowerAmA 8-0  matt silver profile
700 4980032070 4980033070 4980035070 4980036070
750 4980032075 4980033075 4980035075 4980036075
800 4980032080 4980033080 4980035080 4980036080
850 4980032085 4980033085 4980035085 4980036085
900 4980032090 4980033090 4980035090 4980036090
950 4980032095 4980033095 4980035095 4980036095

1000 4980032100 4980033100 4980035100 4980036100
1050 4980032105 4980033105 4980035105 4980036105
1100 4980032110 4980033110 4980035110 4980036110
1150 4980032115 4980033115 4980035115 4980036115
1200 4980032120 4980033120 4980035120 4980036120

IDO ShowerAmA 8-01  matt silver profile
680 4980032068 4980033068 4980035068 4980036068
780 4980032078 4980033078 4980035078 4980036078
880 4980032088 4980033088 4980035088 4980036088
980 4980032098 4980033098 4980035098 4980036098

IDO ShowerAmA 8-41  matt silver profile
500 4984032072 4984033072 4984035072 4984036072
600 4984032082 4984033082 4984035082 4984036082
700 4984032092 4984033092 4984035092 4984036092

IDO ShowerAmA 8-02  matt silver profile
800 x 800 4980032808 4980033808 4980035808 4980036808
700 x 800 4980032708 4980033708 4980035708 4980036708
700 x 900 4980032709 4980033709 4980035709 4980036709

700 x 1000 4980132710 4980133710 4980135710 4980136710
900 x 900 4980032909 4980033909 4980035909 4980036909
800 x 900 4980032809 4980033809 4980035809 4980036809

1000 x 1000 4980132010 4980133010 4980135010 4980136010
800 x 1000 4980132810 4980133810 4980135810 4980136810
900 x 1000 4980132910 4980133910 4980135910 4980136910
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IDO Washbasins

Washbasins are subjected to a lot of wear and 
tear during their life cycle. They serve as the 
cleaning place for dirty hands and little laundry, 
and some of the detergents can be quite harsh 
on the surfaces. 

Washbasins have to endure rough handling. 
The washbasin mounting should also be 
durable. The structure of your bathroom wall 
determines whether screws are enough or if 
brackets are necessary.

IDO washbasins are glazed porcelain. The 
material is easy to keep clean and bright year 
in and year out. Porcelain is a natural material, 
which sometimes results in slight variations in 
the dimensions of the washbasins (2%). Please 
be mindful of this when measuring the location 
for your new washbasin.

The location of the washbasin is usually 
dictated by the water and sewage piping. 
Although the piping can be rerouted, the easiest 
way is usually to install the washbasin to fit 
the location of the piping. The recommended 
installation height for washbasins is 800–900 
mm. Generally, basins are installed so that the 
top is approx. 850 mm above floor level.

IDO washbasins are divided into three 
categories: traditional washbasins, vanity tops 

as well as inset and washbasins. Our selection 
has the right washbasin for lay-on any space and 
location.

Smooth glazing makes cleaning 
easier
IDO Seven D washbasins feature a new, smoother 
glaze. The slippery surface prevents dirt from 
sticking to it, making cleaning effortlessly easy.
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Vanity tops feature 
a countertop around 
the basin for placing 
objects. The basin 
also serves as a 
top for the cabinet 
located under it.

Lay-on Basins 
are installed on a 
countertop similar 
to a washbowl, while 
insEt WasHBasins 
are installed in a hole 
in the countertop.

tRaDitionaL WasHBasins are installed directly on 
the wall. All IDO basins are made of authentic sanitary 
porcelain.
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CoRnER WasHBasins

iDo trevi 11289 Fastening for brackets. W 500, D 360  
iDo trevi 11190 Screw fastening. W 500, D 360  
iDo trevi 11185 Fastening for brackets. W 560, D 440  
(Model 11185 - overflow opening in the middle)

iDo seven D 11113 Fastening for brackets. W 560, D 440 
iDo seven D 11114 Screw fastening. W 600, D 440 
iDo seven D 11115 Bracket/Screw fastening. W 640, D 500 

iDo plus 11131 
W 560, D 330/435 
Fastening for brackets

iDo Miniara 11450 (tap opening on the left)   
iDo Miniara 11550 (tap opening on the right)   
W 370, D 235.  
Screw fastening

iDo trevi 11188 
W 600, D 5 
Fitted on the base cabinet

iDo seven D 11111 
W 400, D 280 
Screw fastening

iDo seven D 11118 image 
W 700, D 460 
Screw fastening

iDo trevi 11182 
W 400, D 260  
Screw fastening

iDo seven D 11112 
W 500, D 360 
Fastening for brackets

tRaDitionaL WasHBasins
IDO Seven D - the designer of the series is Kaarle Holmberg

Easy .02 15521 washbasin 80 (right)  
Easy .02 15621 washbasin 80 (left) 
W 800, D 545 
Screw fastening

Easy .02 15321 washbasin 60 W 600, D 545  
Easy .02 15421 washbasin 65 W 650, D 545 
Easy .02 15721 washbasin 90 W 900, D 545 
Screw fastening

iDo Minislim 11130 
W 500, D 220/275  
Screw fastening

seven D wall-mounting
5101401001
Suitable for basins 11114, 
11115 and 11118.

seven D washbasin console
5101201001
Suitable for washbasins 11113, 
11114 and 11115. 

trevi washbasin console
5106501001
Suitable for basins 11289, 
11185, 11190 and 11131.

iDo seven D 11117 
W 430, D 505 
Screw fastening

iDo corner washbasin 11155 
W 600, D 500  
Screw fastening

www.idobathroom.com

Additional information 
available at
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82

IDO Seven D 
washbasins feature a 
new, smoother glaze, 

making it very easy 
to clean.

Traditional washbasins
A traditional washbasin is a good solution for tight  
spaces too. Our smallest basin Miniara is only a little  
bigger than a page in this catalogue! 
IDO Seven D product series depicted in the photo helps 
you create a well-finished look even in a small room. 

You will definitely find 
a toilet you like among 
our wide range of 
products.  
Look at page 
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inset washbasin 11183 
W 560, D 400 

Easy .02 15821 washbasin 45 
ø 450   

inset washbasin 11110 
W 570, D 450 

inset washbasin 14125 
W 565, D 420 

iDo trevi 11187 
W 435, D 285 

suRfaCE-MountED iDo WasHBasins

iDo Duoset 11179 
W 530, D 430 

iDo Duoset 11179 
W 530, D 430 

Join 14421 
W 580/200, D 500  

iDo Quadro 14322
W 500, D 320 

iDo punto 14222
ø 450  

iDo Rondo 14122
ø 430  

iDo seven D 11116 Duoset 
W 600, D 440 

insEt iDo WasHBasins

Washbasin fitted below the level surface 
11169 
W 550, D 370 

iDo seven D 11116 Duoset 
W 600, D 440 

iDo seven D 11118 image 
W 700, D 460 

Join 14321
W 680/540, D 530 

Easy .02 15521 washbasin 80 (right)  
Easy .02 15621 washbasin 80 (left) 
W 800, D 545 
Screw fastening

Easy .02 15321 washbasin 60 
W 600, D 545  
Easy .02 15421 washbasin 65 
W 650, D 545 
Easy .02 15721 washbasin 90 
W 900, D 545 
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Below, above or on the surface? Inset washbasins are fitted into an opening  
prepared in the level surface from above or below. NB! Some of the surface-
mounted washbasins can be fitted directly to the wall using brackets.  

Inset washbasins and 
vanity tops
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34

Vanity tops

Are you longing for some 
colour in your life?  
IDO Select accessories  
set has many colours, and 
you can choose between  
2000 shades.  

IDO Selects can  
be found on page

A vanity top brings joy to the 
user as well as the cleaner 
as its joint-free and smooth 
surface is easy to clean. If 
you wish, several vanity tops 
may be mounted directly on 
the wall with brackets but 
without a base cabinet. 
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Vanity tops

iDo seven D 11121 W 800, D 400 

iDo seven D 11123 W 1000, D 400 iDo seven D 11125 W 1200, D 400 

IDO sEVEn D Designer Kaarle Holmberg
Bracket fastening to IDO Seven D series products. Additional information is available on page 46.

iDo Wave 92040 
W 600, D 500  

iDo Wave 92041 W 900, D 500 (basin on the left)      
iDo Wave 92042 W 900, D 500 (basin on the right) 
(NB. Does not match IDO Trend series products.)

iDo Wave 92044 W 1200, D 500 (one tap opening) 
iDo Wave 92043 W 1200, D 500 (two tap openings) 
iDo Wave 92045 W 900, D 500 
(model 900 – level surface on both sides of the basin.)

IDO WaVE Designer Kaarle Holmberg
Bracket fastening to IDO Select Large and IDO Trend series products. Additional information is available on pages 48 and 51.

iDo shape 11199 
W 600, D 330/435 

iDo shape 11197 W 900, D 330/435 (basin on the left) 
iDo shape 11198 W 900, D 330/435 (basin on the right) 

iDo shape 11196 W 1200, D 330/435 
iDo shape 11200 W 900, D 330/435 

IDO sHapE Designer Kaarle Holmberg
Fastening with brackets to IDO Select Small and IDO Smart series products. Additional information available on pages 50 and 55.

iDo Mosaik 11174 W 900, D 385/500 (basin on the left) 
iDo Mosaik 11175 W 900, D 385/500 (basin on the right) 

iDo Mosaik 11177 
W 600, D 385/500 

iDo Mosaik 11173 W 1200, D 385/500 
iDo Mosaik 11176 W 800, D 385/500 
iDo Mosaik 11180 W 900, D 385/500 

IDO MosaiK Designer Kaarle Holmberg
Fastening with brackets to IDO Select Medium and IDO Smart products. Additional information available on page 51.
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When space is tight
Do you have a small bathroom and wish to 
fit a washing machine in it? You can nicely 
fit a small front loading machine. The 
washbasin is ideal for a user in wheelchair 
as the water trap will not be in their way. 
Item number 11166.

Washing machine basin 11166
B 600, D 590
Fastening for brackets, brackets (61018) 
need to be ordered separately. A set of 
plumbing couplings and a grid with the 
necessary parts are included in the set.

Beautiful, curved and functional.
The special feature of Function washbasin 
11178 is the inward curving shape, which 
allows you to support yourself on the basin 
very comfortably while washing or applying 
make-up.   

funktio washbasin 11178
B 600, D 470
Screw fastening, fixing screws (61004) are 
included in the set.

Water trap
Easy to clean. The water trap minimises  
the need for harsh cleaning materials that 
may damage the pipes. Can be used as a 
plug.

Water trap 65011
Tone: Chromed cork

Water trap plug, spare part 65015
Tone: Chromed/white

A shining  
example of the IDO 

innovations that make 
your everyday life 

easier!

Discharge pipe opening
The IDO Seven D 13 toilet seat is also 
available with laundry machine discharge 
pipe connection. This is a more practical 
and safe solution than a discharge pipe 
hung on the edge of the washbasin in 
locations without a dedicated discharge 
connection for the laundry machine. 

iDo seven D with a washbasin or laundry 
machine discharge pipe hole. 

3741301101 left 
3751301101 right

www.idobathroom.com

Additional information 
available at

In addition to  
being elegant-
looking, a wash-
basin must also 
be durable.
Using the right 
brackets, a 
washbasin can 
be mounted on 
any wall. 

Many washbasin brackets allow  
the addition of a practical towel rack.  
More information available at  
www.idobathroom.com

IDO Washbasin accessories

Curved and functional
Washbasin 11107 and an adjustable wall-mounting 61056 are first 
and foremost meant for a physically challenged user. The height 
can be changed, if necessary. 

Washbasin for physically challenged user 11107
B 600, D 580
Fixing screws are included in the set. Available also without an 
overflow opening and/or tap opening.  

adjustable wall-mounting 61056
Flexible inflow and drainage system.

The IDO Function series makes everyday life a little easier; a 
good example is the basin shown in this photograph, the height of 
which can be adjusted to suit you.

IDO function
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Toilet armrests 
can be found  
on page 83
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IDO WCs

Fresh WC is a built-in fresh-
ener which automatically 
measures the right amount 
of freshener into  
the flushing water. 

A wc is a product you buy for long-term use. 
It is used several times a day and therefore it 
must function well, be stylish and durable.  
If you are replacing your old wc, the plumbing 
determines your choice. A model with a wide 
foot is the easiest to mount and it hides the 
screw holes. If you are building a new WC, the 
range of options is wider. 

Wcs come in a variety of sizes and heights. 
High models are especially suitable for very tall 
or elderly people. Sufficient space should be 
ensured on both sides of the wc as small rooms 
can be uncomfortable. A wc is usually at least 
80 cm in width.  

Accessories
If needed, the wc can be equipped with arm 
supports or automatic flushing. The availability 
of accessories varies from model to model. 
More information can be found on page 98. 

Our wcs have been awarded the Nordic  
Quality label. It guarantees that IDO wcs are of 
excellent quality, and  assures you of the fast 
and unfailing supply of parts even 10 years after 
the production of a particular model has  
finished. All our wcs come with the CE label.

IDO saves water and effort
IDO design guarantees that wcs function with 
very little water. Ordinary flushing uses up only 
4 litres of water and the smaller flush of the  
dual system only 2,5 litres. The amount of 
flushing water can be adjusted. 

The Siflon finish of the wc makes cleaning 
easy. Siflon works like car wax: flushing water 
removes dirt and forms drops. IDO Siflon-finish 
models can be recognised by their label.

Nordic Quality label is a 
reliable warranty of the 
quality of IDO products.

A Fresh WC freshening stick is 
placed directly into the flush-
ing water, in the water tank.  
The WC is refreshed from top 
to bottom with every flush. 
The solution is eco-friendly 
and safe for families with 
children. 
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A wall-mounTed wC is stylish and 
safe. Its frame and water tank are con-
cealed behind the wall or its covering 
material. When the wc is mounted on the 
wall, the floor remains free so it is easier 
to clean the area.  
 The wall-mounted wc is a good 
choice even when the room is equipped 
with floor heating as you do not need to 
make any additional holes in the floor. 
The flushing mechanism is right behind 
the flush button and easy to maintain if 
needed. 

wCs wiTh floor-mounTing come 
in several contemporary styles. An IDO 
stylish  case contains some carefully  
created  details, for example, a very 
reliable  flush mechanism, an automatic  
Fresh wc-freshener and a water tank 
with a double wall which prevents con-
densation water from collecting on the 
external surface of the tank. 

The design is stylish and functions 
well and so our wcs have very few 
joints where dirt can  
accumulate. The smooth surface 
can be easily kept clean from year 
to year.

Tones of colour and a personal 
touch can be added by choosing 
a cover and flushing button to 
your liking to improve product 
appearance.  



The new, 
smoother 

glaze of the IDO 
Seven D WC seat 
reaches beyond 
visible areas.
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Floor-
mounted  
wcs
Wcs with floor-mounting come in 
many varieties, ranging from the 
streamlined minimalist design 
IDO Seven D series to the sculp-
tural Pozzi-Ginori Join WC. Our 
newer models are equipped with 
a dual  flushing mechanism which 
reduces  the consumption of water 
considerably. 

www.idobathroom.com

Further information is 
available at 



new
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The hygienic
IDO Seven D Sensor 
flushes the WC with-out 
pressing a button. 
Water-saving double 
flush mechanism

ido SeVen d
Designer Kaarle Holmberg

ido Seven d 13 
W 360, D 650, H 850

ido Seven d 10 
W 360, D 650, H 850

ido Seven d 12 
W 360, D 680, H 890

ido Seven d 11 
W 360, D 650, H 850

ido Seven d image 14 
W 360, D 650, H 850

ido Seven d 18 
W 360, D 610, H 850

ido Seven d 17 
W 360, D 650, H 890

Dimensions and 
technical data can 
be found in the  
table on page 89.

ido Trevi 92
W 355, D 650, H 785

Join 34121
W 360, D 710, H 775

ido TreViPoZZi-ginori Join
Designer Antonio Citterio

White flush button 
for all Trevi models

Chromed flush but-
ton of IDO Seven D 
dual system models

Chromed flush 
button of IDO Seven 
D single system 
models

ido Seven d arm supports  61112
ido Trevi arm supports 61096-00
Colour: aluminium 



new
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Stainless steel push button 69088
W 344, H 180
6908800001 Double flush 
6908801001 Single flush 

ido Seven d image 20 
W 360, D 520, H 343.  
Siflon-finish surface.

Join 74521
W 350, D 570, H 360 

ido Seven d 15 
W 360, D 525, H 370  

ido Trevi 90 
W 360, D 490, H 380
7719001201 Soft seat cover 
7919001101 Hard seat cover 

easy 74621
W 350, D 570, H 360

easy 74721
W 350, D 570, H 400 

ido SeVen d ido TreVi

PoZZi-ginori Join PoZZi-ginori eaSY

Seat cover options can be seen on pages 88–89.

Designer Antonio Citterio

fluSh BuTTonS

flush button 69083
W 227, H 140
6908300001 Matt chrome  
6908301001 White 
6908302001 Polished chrome 

flush button 69084
W 216, H 140
6908400001 Matt chrome  
6908401001 White 
6908402001 Polished chrome 

flush button 69084
W 216, H 140
6908422001 Shiny white 
6908431001 Shiny black 
6908435001 Shiny red 

flush button 69087
W 227, H 140 
6908700001 Matt chrome  
6908701001 White 
6908702001 Polished chrome 

Pneumatic flush button 69082
W 124, H 80
6908200001 Matt chrome  
6908201001 White 
6908202001 Polished chrome 

fresh wC freshener stick filling button 
69086
6908600001  Matt chrome  
6908601001  White 
6908602001  Polished chrome 

A Fresh WC freshener can be installed when an IDO installation base is used.
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Wall-
mounted  
wcs

Wall-mounted wcs are fitted 
directly to the wall with the 
help of a frame and the water 
tank is concealed behind the 
wall or the covering mate-
rial. The bathroom will be 
more spacious and the floor 
below the WC will be easier 
to clean. 

ido Seven d image 20 
wc
W 360, D 520, H 343

flush button 69084
High-gloss white
W 216, H 140

glass shelf
W 1000, D 100, H 6

ido Seven d 
base cabinet
W 1000, D 450, H 370

ido Seven d  
washbasin 11123 
W 1000, D 400
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wall-mounTed  
wC frameS 
Our range of models 
includes two frames,  
a short and a tall one. 
The dimensions of both 
frames are in accordance 
with current construction 
standards. It is easy 
to mount these in any 
bathroom due to their 
ability to adjust widely and 
clever design.

 ido 9137200001
high frame and water tank 
W 500, D (145-250), H (1080-1140) 

now also the wall-mounted wc can be easily freshened 

Mechanical flush buttons (69083, -84, -87, -81) are equipped with the 
Fresh WC -freshener function. Pneumatic flush buttons (69082) can 
be connected to the Fresh WC function with a separate filling button. 

Fresh WC freshener is fully-automated. When the stick is 
used up, it can be replaced through the flush button. The 
wc functions normally even without the stick. 

The wall-mounted wc is easy to install with 
IDO seats and mounting brackets.  
We recommend the tall mounting bracket 
 as a primary choice.
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new

IDO Seven D innovations helping your daily routines

freSh wC funCTion
automatically adds refresher 
for every flush.

deSigned and made in 
finland
Functionality and spare part 
availability guaranteed. 
IDO Seven D is an ecological, 
water-saving choice.

waTer Tank feaTureS 
a dual STruCTure
The outer surface does 
not become moist during 
hot summer days, while 
inner cistern reduces water 
damage hazard.

our exTenSiVe 
product range covers all 
needs from renovation to 
construction work. The 
package can be completed 
with matching wash basins, 
furniture and baths.

CarefullY deSigned
Easy-to-clean everyday 
design.

Can alSo Be inSTalled 
BY gluing 
Do not damage the water 
insulation of the floor with 
unnecessary screw holes.

eaSY To inSTall,
regardless of the location 
of the drain and water 
connection.

new, SmooTher glaZe  
makeS Cleaning eaSier
All IDO Seven D wcs feature a 
new, smoother glaze, prevent-
ing dirt from sticking to the 
seat surface and making it 
easier to keep clean. 

SmooTher Cleaning
IDO Seven Quick Release & Slow 
Close seat covers are easy to 
remove during cleaning, and they 
also come down softly without a 
clang when lowered.

Quick Release hingesQuick Release & Slow Close hinges

Slow Close hinges 
prevent the cover from 
clanging against the 
porcelain.

Hygiene 
The optional IDO Seven D Sensor 
provides touch-free flushing – all 
you need to do is pass your hand 
over the sensor. Large and small 
flushes are performed with a 
slow motion and a quick swipe, 
respectively.

new
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ido Seven d Hard cover
91537 Quick Release mechanism
91533 Slow Close & fixed hinges
91542 Perfect hinge package: Slow Close function 
with the optional Quick Release or fixed hinges.

Pozzi-ginori Join Hard cover
94521 Slow Close 

Pozzi-ginori easy Hard cover
94621 Slow Close  

ido Trevi Hard cover
91594 Fixed hinges 

ido Trevi Soft cover
91260 

Quick Release and Slow Close are only available in black and white.

ido Seven d Soft cover
91130 

wC SeaT CoVerS
Our extensive IDO series features an abundant selection of colours. You can select a hard or a soft 
cover according to your preference. All hard covers feature durable metal hinges.

91533, 91537, 91542

91533, 91542

91542

91542

91537

91537
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TeChniCal informaTion and PriCe liST

wall wC

 
ido Seven d 10

Fresh 
WC

Nordic 
Quality

Seat 
height

Drainage  
wall floor Mounting Flushing Cover

3731001101 • • 420 • glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3931001101 • • 420 • glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release 
3431001101 • • 420 • glue single Soft cover no. 91130
3721001101 • • 420 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3921001101 • • 420 • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release 
3621001101 • • 420 • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91542, perfect hinge package
3421001101 • • 420 • screw/glue single Soft cover no. 91130

ido Seven d 17 
tall renovation model
3721701101 • • 460 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3921701101 • • 460 • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release
3421701101 • • 460 • screw/glue single Soft cover no. 91130

ido Seven d 18 short model
3721801101 • • 420 • • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3921801101 • • 420 • • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release 
3421801101 • • 420 • • screw/glue single Soft cover no. 91130

ido Seven d 12 
tall model
3721101101 • • 460 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3921101101 • • 460 • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release 
3321101101 • • 460 • screw/glue single Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release 

ido Seven d 11 
3721101101 • • 420 • • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3921101101 • • 420 • • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release 
3421101101 • • 420 • • screw/glue single Soft cover no. 91130

ido Seven d 13 
drain connection
3741301101 left • • 420 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3751301101 right • • 420 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130

ido Seven d 13 
renovation model
3721301101 • • 420 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91130
3921301101 • • 420 • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91537, Quick Release
3421301101 • • 420 • screw/glue single Soft cover no. 91130

ido Trevi 92
3709201101 • 400 • screw/glue double Soft cover no. 91260
3909201101 • 400 • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 91594
3409201101 • 400 • screw/glue single Soft cover no. 91260
3609201101 • 400 • screw/glue single Hard cover no. 91594

ido Seven d image 20 Press button Wall mounting set Cover
7612001101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* White hard cover 91542-01, perfect hinge package
7612031101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* Black hard cover 91542-31, perfect hinge package

ido Seven d 15
7611501101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* White hard cover 91533-01, Slow Close mechanism
7711501101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* White hard cover no. 91130-01, Slow Close
7911501101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* White hard cover 91531-01, Quick Release 

ido Trevi 90
7719001201 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* White soft cover no. 91130-01
7919001101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001* White hard cover 91594-01

Pozzi-ginori easy
74621 (wall model) 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001 + drain connection 63506 White hard cover 94621
74721 (floor model, 
wall mount)

69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001 White hard cover 94621

Pozzi-ginori Join
7452101101 69083, -84, -87, -82, -88 tall 9137200001 White hard cover 94521

ido Seven d image 14
3621401101 • • 420 • • screw/glue double White hard cover 91542-01, perfect hinge package
3621431101 • • 420 • • screw/glue double Black hard cover 91542-31, perfect hinge package

Pozzi-ginori Join
3412101101 400 • • screw/glue double Hard cover no. 94321, Slow Close mechanism

* A low wall mounting frame/fixture is also available for special locations, product no. 9137000001.
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If a relaxing bath is what you 
dream about, then this is the 
right moment to make your 
dream come true. Our wide 
range will offer a suitable bath 
for every bathroom. The smallest 
model takes up less than 1 m2  
(1400 x 700 mm) and the biggest 
ones are big enough for two 
people to take a bath together.

A built-in bath makes the bathroom look  
elegant but takes more space. If you choose  
a built-in model, remember that the bath also 
needs a maintenance hatch for cleaning. 

Choose the right model
When choosing a bath, besides size you have to 
also consider how the bath will be used. If the 
bath will be used by the whole family, pay more 
attention to the fact that the material should  
be durable and easy to clean. An enamel-coated 
steel bath is a safe choice that will stand also 
intensive use. If you yearn for long, peaceful mo-
ments in the bath and wish to bring some luxury 
into your life, choose a bath that is made of sani-
tary acrylic. The surface of this material is soft 
and warm and it is easy to polish off the occa-
sional surface scratches that appear over time.  

Choose the right position
The warm water in the bath increases the hu-
midity of bathroom air, so it is important to have 
sufficient ventilation in the bathroom.  
The walls and floor surrounding the bath have to 
be covered with efficient waterproof sealant so 
that you can really relax and enjoy your bathing 
moments. 

IDO Baths
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A corner Bath requires a bit more space but 
also offers a more pleasant time in the bath. Two 
adults can enjoy relaxing moments in this bath-
tub but it is also suitable for the fun water games 
of children taking a bath together.

Free-standing or Built-in Bath? Our 
catalogue offers the right choice for people look-
ing for a traditional bath as well as for those in 
search of a luxurious bathtub with a bold design.

An asymmetrical Bath can fit into small 
bathrooms too because the smaller end is only 
500 mm wide. Based on how much free space 
there is, you can choose a model narrowing to 
the right or to the left.
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1600/1700

800

Bathing is an everyday 
luxury for both children and 
adults. ”A shower cleanses the 
body, but a bath cleanses the 
mind as well,” says Adolf Babel, 
the designer, about bath magic. 
He has designed the IDO Seven 
D Image bath model.  

Rectangular
bath  IDO seven d image

ido seven d image 1600
Bathtub W 1600, D 800, H 630  
9530101001 
Support frame 9530501001 
Front panel 9531001001 
Side panel 9531401001 
Wooden bath board 9531677001 

ido seven d image 1700
Bathtub W 1700, D 800, H 630  
9530201001  
Support frame 9530601001 
Front panel 9531101001 
Side panel 9531401001 
Wooden bath board 9531777001 

Additional information 
available at 
www.idobathroom.com

Designed by Adolf Babel
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Bath boards that come as accessories are 
made of bended wood and come in black 
ash. Maintenance of the boards is easy, it is 
enough if they are simply oiled or waxed. 

The IDO Seven D Image bathtub intro-
duces a completely new solution to the 
world of bathtubs. The overflow system of 
the bath is on the front edge and the bath 
can be filled up top the very top. Bathing 
depth is increased in this way by 450mm, 
meaning more water and more enjoyment 
in the bath!
The front edge of the bathtub is lower than 
other edges which makes it easier to step 
into the bath and, when necessary, to get 
support from the water channel in the 
front edge. The other, higher edges offer 
good support for the bather and protect 
the wall against splashes. It is also pos-
sible to get a bath board as an accessory 
that can be used as an extra surface and 
a seat. 
The innovative design of the bathtubs has 
been created by the internationally known 
and recognized designer Adolf Babel. 
“The aim of the design should always be 
functionality, and not only appearance,” he 
verbalizes his credo. IDO Seven D Image is 
the proof that this claim holds water.

the style oF the Bathroom is easy to change 
with small details. A black toilet seat cover would suit 
perfectly with this black and white design. If you want 
a wider range of colours, see our choice of toilet seat 
covers on page 88.
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ido seven d 1500 rectangular 
bathtub. Support frame, front 
and side panels included in the 
set. Weight 27.0 kg, volume 185 
litres and depth 420 mm. Faucet 
can be attached directly to the 
bathtub.

1400

700

min. 530
max. 550

1495

695

min. 505
norm. 510
max. 540

min. 490
max. 525

1695

695

1595

695

min. 505
norm. 510

max. 540

1400

700

1700

750

Rectangular 
bath
IDO seven d 1400 / 1500 / 1600 / 1700

The ido seven d line bathtubs have received new models; 
the first one of these to be introduced is the traditional and 
stylish IDO Seven D 1500 rectangular bathtub. This white, 
sanitary acrylic bath with a support frame is made in three 
sizes – and the associated models 1400 and 1600 diversify 
the product range with models suitable for both somewhat 
smaller and more spacious bathrooms. 

ido seven d rectangular 
1400, 1500 and 1600
W 1400, D 700, H 625 
9535001001 
W 1500, D 700, H 625 
9535101001 
W 1600, D 700, H 625 
9535201001 

ido seven d rectangular 
1700
W 1700, D 750, H 625 
9535301001

The innovative design of ido 
seven d rectangular bathtubs 
saves water but does not 
reduce the comfort. It is a pure  
pleasure to fill and use a bath that 
is narrower at one end.

Rectangular 
Bath
IDO trevi 1400 / 1500 / 1600 / 1700

ido trevi rectangular 1400
Bathtub 
W 1400, D 700, H 520 
9400101001 
Front panel W 1388, H 420 
9402201001 
Side panel W 653, H 420 
9405001001 
Volume 155 litres.

ido trevi rectangular 1600
Bathtub 
W 1595, D 695, H 510 
9400301001 
Front panel W 1583, H 420 
9402601001 
Side panel W 653, H 420 
9405001001 
Volume 185 litres.

ido trevi rectangular 1500
Bathtub 
W 1495, D 695, H 510 
9400201001 
Front panel W 1483, H 420 
9402422001 
Side panel W 653, H 420 
9405001001 
Volume 165 litres.

ido trevi rectangular 1700
Bathtub 
W 1695, D 695, H 525 
9400701001 
Front panel W 1683, H 420 
9403001001 
Side panel W 653, H 420 
9405001001 
Volume 165 litres.

The ido trevi steel enamel bathtub is a practical 
regular bathtub that can be built in the bathroom furni-
ture or placed separately and use front and side panels. 
The front panel can be built into bathroom furniture or 
free-standing using front and side panels.
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Asymmetrical bathtub
IDO seven d 1500 / 1600

A bathtub with stylishly curved sides 
suits smaller bathrooms too. This model 
is only 1500 mm long and the side is only 
500 mm wide. A pleasant bathing session 
is guaranteed despite its small dimen-
sions because the volume of the bath is 210 
litres. It is possible to choose between two 
models, right or left-handed. The faucet 
can be attached directly to the bathtub.  

1000

1600

535

535

1600

1000

900

1500

500

1500

500

900

Asymmetrical bathtub. Support 
frame, front and side panels 
included in the set. Weight 
40.0 kg, volume 230 litres and 
depth 440 mm. Faucet can be 
attached directly to the bathtub.

ido seven d asymmetrical 1600
W 1600, D 1000, H 625
Right: 9536201001
Left: 9536301001 

An asymmetrical bath creates more 
free space in smaller bathrooms. 
It is possible to choose between a 
model with straight or curved sides. 

ido seven d asymmetrical 1500
W 1500, D 900, H 625
Right: 9536001001
Left: 9536101001
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1400

1400

Of the new IDO Seven D line bathtubs, the most interesting 
model is ido seven d corner BathtuB 1400, which has 
enough space for relaxing as well relaxing and games. This 
bathtub adjusts to your needs and is well-suited to enjoying a 
bath together with someone as well as perfect for the youngest 
members of the family to play water games in.

Support frame and front panel included in the set. Weight 32 kg, volume 210 litres and depth 420 mm. Faucet can be attached directly to the bathtub.

Corner bath
IDO seven d

Do you long for a 
change in your bath-
room and a spa-like
atmosphere? Then go 
for IDO Seven D corner 
bathtub 1400 made of 
easy to maintain sani-
tary acrylic and you are 
a step closer to your 
home spa. 

ido seven d corner bath 1400
W 1400, D 1400, H 625
9537001001 
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1800

900

900

1900

1800

850

1900

900

IDO Continental
oval

IDO Continental
terra

The elegant lines of our european BathtuBs create a luxurious atmosphere 
in the bathroom. Streamlined bathtubs are stylish and offer the best bathing 
experience. The baths are made of warm and pleasantly coloured sanitary 
acrylic. Support legs and overflow system included in the price. 

progress oval 1800
W 1800, D 850, H 580
K610223100 

terra 1900
W 1900, D 900, H 580
K660103100 

progress oval 1900
W 1900, D 900, H 580
K610222100 

terra 1800
W 1800, D 900, H 620
K660102100 

Additional information 
from
www.idobathroom.com
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Towel rail with 2 rails 8113600001
Chrome
W 75, H 43, D 430
Screws included in the set

Towel rail 8113000001
Chrome
W 400

Towel rail 8113100001
Chrome
W 600
Screws included in the set

Toilet brush and holder 8114500001
Chrome, White
W 95, H 393
Opal plastic, screws included in the set

Toilet paper holder 8114400001
Chrome
W 171, H 103, D 39
Screws included in the set

Glass base and glass 8114000001
Chrome
W 56, H 100, D 100
Chrystal glass, screws included in the set

Glass shelf 8113400001
Chrome
W 650, D 130, H 35
Chrystal glass, screws included in the set

Towel ring 8113700001
Chrome
ø192, H 216, D 39
Screws included in the set

Soap dish and soap dispenser 8114300001
Chrome
W 110, D 40, H 100
Chrystal glass, screws included in the set

Hook 8113500001
Chrome
ø18, D 40
Screws included in the set

IDO VIVA
White,  
domestic  
accessory  
set,  
porcelain, 
screw 
fastening 

Mirror shelf 
8107301001
White
W 600, D 130, H 50
Screws included in 
the set

Mini shelf
8107401001
White
W 270, D 130, H 50
Screws included in 
the set

Corner shelf
8107501001
White
W 195, D 275, H 53
Screws included in 
the set

Hook
8107001001
White
W 90, D 45, H 80
Screws included in 
the set

Toilet paper holder
8107101001
White
W 180, D 90, H 43
Screws included in 
the set

Toilet brush and holder
8107201001
White
W 122, H 140
Screws included in 
the set

IDO Accessories
Add the finishing touch to your  
bathroom with carefully chosen details.

CITy. 2 is a bathroom accessory line  
of a timeless design offering small and 
practical details for your bathroom.
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If you are thinking of 
building a new home or 
renovating your bathroom, 
then we have 100 pages of 
good news for you! This  
IDO-catalogue is packed 
with well-developed 
solutions that are ideal for 
your new bathroom. 

IDO is the Finnish company 
formerly known as Arabia. 
We are the only Finnish 
producer of porcelain used 
in sanitary ware; our factory 
is situated in Tammisaari, 
on the coast  
of the Gulf of Finland. 

Product development is continuously carried out at IDO. For that reason there may be some changes in the product range after this introduction 
has been sent to print, the colour shades may differ slightly from real shades due to printing-related technical issues, and typing mistakes might 
be found in the catalogue. There may be regional differences in the product range.
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